Have you heard about the
NEW

Blogging for Business
Audio Program?

Summer Special ~ CLICK HERE and receive $20 off!

Are you a business owner? Are you struggling to make ends
meet? Is the economy hurting your industry and you?
Would you like to know how you can grow your business
and change the tides on the economic slowdown we are
experiencing?
You can! When you attend the

Growȱaȱȱ
MillionȱDollarȱ
Businessȱȱ
VirtualȱSummit
Septemberȱ15,ȱ18Ȭ20ȱ&ȱ23,ȱ2008
15 Experts ~ 5 Days! Unable to attend? No problem. Each session is being
recorded and will be available for download after the event.
Check out the BONUSES and REGISTER at Where Women Prosper at
www.WhereWomenProsper.Wordpress.com/register
Hosted by the Women’s eCommerce Association
Sponsored by WE Magazine for Women

Women, Wealth and Wisdom
…That is the theme of this month’s issue of WE
Magazine for Women. And have we got plenty of
each!
This issue has been a particularly fun and
interesting one to put together. So many
exceptional women, so much wisdom and
excellent advice on building wealth. Beginning
with our cover story, Loral Langemeier, the
Millionaire Maker! For those of you who have not
had the pleasure to hear Loral speak, see her in
person or read her books on building massive
wealth, you are in for a treat. Loral is considered
one of the top experts in her field. But Loral
doesn’t go with traditional thinking when it comes
to building wealth. Not by a long shot. Yes, she
does endorse many of the tried and true wealth
building principles and she also introduces you to
newer concepts about building wealth. I know
they work because she has created over 600
millionaires and very soon she will be appearing
on the Dr. Phil show on several episodes over the
next few weeks sharing her wealth building advice
with his audience. Powerful stuff! Loral is also a
returning guest expert during the Grow a Million
Dollar Business Summit. If you read this after the
fact, you can visit Where Women Prosper to find
out how you too can learn from her and 14 other
wealth experts.
We have 6 Women on a Mission that I cannot wait
to share with you! I had the opportunity to
interview Beath Davis, The Hand Analyst several
months ago about her practice and it was one of
the most compelling interviews I have had the
privilege to conduct. Beverly Mahone, Founder of
Baby Boomer Diva Nation is a dear friend with a
passion for life and people and one I am honored
to call friend. In fact, she hosted the very first
Girlfriends Retreat in Daytona Beach where I was
asked to speak about social networking and was
delighted to meet another Woman on a Mission,
Dr. Shenin Sachedina, Surgeon and Author.

I met Wendy Blum of
Destiny Bodywear during
my husband’s 30 year class reunion and she shared
her vision with me. I knew she too needed to share
her story with you. Sheryl Entwhistle and I met
online and I loved what she was doing with Living
Celebrations and you will too. And finally Jessica
Kizorek is someone who is not only on a Mission
she is a 20-something Woman on the MOVE! She
has accomplished so much in such a short time, I
know she is going to change the world! Be sure
and read their stories and get to know each of
these women. Stop by their websites and connect
with them. Tell them Heidi sent you.
This issue is also interesting because we have a
new section to help promote business ~ our
Classified Ads. And we are very excited to
showcase these new advertisers here. We have a
Tech Tips section with a list of websites you
simply must check out, our Worth Reading is
always worth reading, and when you visit WE
Magazine for Women online you can listen to our
eViews ~ hosted by Dr. Sally Witt.
There is also a meal plan for your holiday dinners
that will make your mouth water, you can read
about American Gastronomic treasures around the
country and if you like a good glass of wine or a
yummy martini, we have both!
Thanks for reading the Fall Issue of WE Magazine
for Women.
Wishing each of you a fabulous fall,

Heidi

Heidi Richards Mooney - Publisher & Editor-in-Chief
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To Live Your Life In Your Own Way,
To Reach The Goals You’ve Set For Yourself,
To Be The Person You Want To Be - THAT IS SUCCESS!!
Don’t Let Your Life Pass You By.

(888) 221-0631

http://www.Wealth-DecideCommitSucceed.com

The Buzz...
Dear Heidi, Your magazine is probably the best online magazine I’ve ever seen.
It is phenomenal and packed with a wealth of great and useful information.
I’ve seen a lot of magazines, but yours is the best!!! Sincerely, Cyndi
Cynthia G. Boyer ~ www.momsinslippers.com Inspiration from my Heart to Your Home

Heidi: I just love WE Magazine for Women! It is jam-packed with extremely
useful information presented in the most straightforward way.
Most noteworthy of all is the great job you do of speaking to the unique needs and
interests of women. Every woman that owns a business should read this magazine.
Bobbi Palmer bobbipalmer+co www.bobbipalmerbiz.com

Wealth

The Magic of

Money Creation

By Morgana Rae

For anyone who grew up with fables
and King Arthur lore, you will remember
the enchantress Morgana and half
sister of Arthur. Well, today you can
find her very namesake, the selfproclaimed Money Magic Queen is
none the less magical, but fortunately
for all of us, a much more benevolent
sorceress. Morgana Rae uses her
magical abilities to help others
manifest wealth and abundance and
prosperity in their lives.
Going back again to days gone by,
when kings and courtiers the world
over pleaded with their scientists – or
alchemists at the time - to create
gold from lead, Morgana coaches
and preaches Financial Alchemy;
again creating the gold in your life
from a lackluster existence. Only
with Morgana, it actually works.
It almost sounds too good to be true,
but, if you step out of the magical
fairytale and really hear what
Morgana is saying, you will most
likely see your own magical light at
the end of what is for many, a dark
tunnel of financial worries and woes.

Morgana is a leading expert on wealth
manifestation, and the owner of Charmed
Life Coaching, a successful life and
business coaching company. In her
sessions, she stirs up a strong potion of
life coaching, dynamic exercises, and
loads of fun to help clients transform
their lives.
What is her magical secret? She helps
you create an entirely new relationship
with Money – your next significant other
or your ‘money honey’ as she calls him
– and build one of love, trust and mutual
respect. Not only do you find that your
relationship with money has changed
dramatically, and you get to reap the
rewards, you’ll also find that your
relationships with partners, clients,
family and friends improve too.
Morgana’s approach to attracting more
money in your life is to first and
foremost, break up with the old Money
you’ve had hanging around far too long.
For many, Money is dirty, mean, causes
fights, is never around. Ask yourself:
‘would you want to have a life partner like
that?’ So, tell him ‘You’re Fired!’ and get
on your way to creating the supportive,
loving partner you want around forever.

Keep up the good work, asking your
new Money partner what else you
can do to make him happy. You’ll
find the responses just popping into
your head. Through Morgana’s
coaching workbook, you’ll be able to
focus on your weekly goals while
celebrating your successes daily.
And all the while, you’re building a
new harmonious relationship with
Money.
Under Morgana’s spell, you will find
that your new Money will be glad to
see you shine, and a prosperous life
can truly be.
Morgana is the author of
Financial Alchemy:
Twelve Months of Magic
and Manifestation, and
she is a contributing
author to the best
selling book Inspiration to Realization,
ranked a “must read’ by Entrepreneur
Magazine. She also co-authored with
WECAI Get Rich: The Wonen’s eguide to Creating Wealth. Her articles
have appeared in over fifty magazines
worldwide, and she was the “Life
Magic” columnist for a national
magazine.
www.howtobeamoneymagnet.com
www.charmedlifecoaching.com

But it doesn’t stop there –
you next have to work at
the relationship.
Morgana imagines her own money
showing up with bouquets and chocolate
to celebrate her successes. Yours
might first just say to you (as nagging
messages in your head or a simply
strong feeling you get), ‘Clean off your
desk’. Stymied by this message, you do
it anyway. But once you’ve gotten rid of
the clutter, money somehow starts
flowing in.
WE magazine for women
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Investing vs. Spending

By Sylvia D. Hepler

Each of us has twenty-four hours a
day, seven days a week. No more,
no less. Yet some of us accomplish
more during this time than others.
Some of us experience greater
satisfaction than others. Some of us
are on top of our game. How can
this be any woman’s reality in such
a rushed, demanding, and harried
world that pulls us in a thousand
different directions?
The answer lies with identifying our
personal values and then living them.
We start by making a list of what we
value: people, characteristics,
situations, qualities, assets. Next,
we can make a second list that
includes all of the ways we spend
our days. This list should be
comprised of tasks, projects,
activities, meetings, community
service, conversations, chores, etc.
When we examine the lists, we look
for disconnects between what we
say we value versus how we actually
use our time. Those disconnects
often are huge. When that is the
case, we feel frustrated, sad, empty,
and even angry.
For example, we may identify
personal growth and learning as one
of our values, but we do little or
nothing to live that value week after
week. We don’t schedule time for
piano lessons, cooking classes,
Pilates, or reading a book of interest.
We may say we value spirituality,
yet we rarely take time to meditate,
pray, visit a house of worship, or
explore spiritual resources. As a
result, we are unhappy. We simply
cannot get away with proclaiming
one thing and doing another.
Most of us are not intentionally
unauthentic people. We just don’t

know how to juggle all the requests
for our time. While we know we get
24/7, frequently we have no idea
where to start to get ourselves
organized.
Well, we start with our values. Then
we move to our priorities. We need
to list everything that is most
important to us. After that list is
completed, we must see where
these things and people show up on
our calendars. Do we say that our
spouse/partner is one of our
priorities but we haven’t gone out to
lunch or dinner with them without
the kids in six months? Do we
indicate that our employees are
extremely important but we haven’t
spent face time with them in weeks?
If our priorities don’t appear on our
calendars, then we aren’t being true
to who we say we are at heart. This
revelation may make lots of us
squirm.
So what is the answer to the time
dilemma? It lies within each of us.
The world isn’t going to slow down,
demand less, or cater to our needs
and desires. The answer, once and
for all, lies in compartmentalizing
our days. Considering our list of
values plus our list of priorities, we
must sit quietly and map out
segments for each day of the week.
The really important stuff goes onto
the calendar first: meetings with
direct report employees, lunch with
our spouse/partner, responses to
significant email and phone
messages, physical exercise,
interactions with children, personal
and professional growth
opportunities, community service.
These are examples of categories of
things that may show up in prime
spots. Generally, it works best to
WE magazine for women

place as many of them as possible
in the same time segments each
day of each week to achieve some
degree of routine and
standardization. Remaining calendar
slots can absorb tasks of lesser
importance, whatever we determine
those to be.
A word of caution: we need to put
“quiet time” and “vision time”
somewhere or our calendars aren’t
complete. Fifteen minutes of “quiet
time” means meditation, deep
breathing, inspirational reading, or
prayer, preferably at the same time
each day. This could occur first
thing in the morning before the kids
are out of bed; it could take place at
the conclusion of the workday before
heading home. “Vision time” refers
to that hour or two of deep
uninterrupted thinking at the office
once a week. Thinking about the
future of the company, the future of
certain key employees within the
company, our own future. Often we
are so caught up with running around
putting out the latest fire or
attempting to answer that 101st email
that we forget the value in investing
time to ponder the big picture of our
lives. It’s vital to do this. Every
single week.
We can go on spending time, or we
can choose to invest it. The
difference? At the close of a spent
day we feel frazzled and unsettled;
after an invested day we go to sleep
easily, trusting we did what truly
mattered.
Sylvia D. Hepler
Launching Lives
4902 Carlisle Pike, PMB 297
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050

www.launchinglives.biz
Sylvia@launchinglives.biz
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Finding Your Own Personal Wealth Mentor Seeking Guidance in all the Right Places
“The right mentor can be a catalyst to your success in building wealth.”
By Heidi Richards Mooney
Don’t know where to begin when it
comes to building your own wealth?
Oh, sure, you’ve read all the books
and know some pretty rich people.
And you say to yourself, how did
they get so rich? And how can I do
the same? You’ve attended wealth
building seminars, workshops and
conferences on the subject and even
perused the internet. All valuable
ways to increase your own wealthbuilding knowledge. And yet, you feel
like you’re still missing an important
key.
What you may need is a Wealth
Mentor. Someone to coach you;
someone to help you put all the
pieces of your new-found knowledge
together; someone who is willing to
share her own expertise.
Just how do you find someone willing
to share her expertise and wealthbuilding strategies? First of all you
need to know what to look for. You
wouldn’t go to someone who is down
and out or struggling financially for
advice, you would look for someone
who has been there, done that and is
still doing it. Making money that is!
And the person should be someone
you admire, trust and is willing to
share her time with you, to coach
you. The mentor/protégé relationship
can be an informal one whereby you
ask occasional advice or it can be
more structured where the two of you
meet frequently (at scheduled
intervals) and discuss your goals and
aspirations. A mentor must be not
only be willing to do so, she must be
committed to your success.
The first thing to do when seeking a
mentor is write down the attributes
you want your mentor to possess.
Does your wealth mentor need to be
a millionaire or would someone
financially solvent be sufficient?

What other attributes and
characteristics do you want your
mentor to have? A good mentor is
non-judgmental, open and honest, a
good listener, good observer, has the
time and expertise you need and is
patient. And don’t’ think the mentor
is going to do it all for you.
This type of relationship is a two
way street. It should be mutually
beneficial. A good protégé must have
a genuine desire to learn, is nonjudgmental, trustworthy, ethical,
takes initiative, asks for feedback
and gives feedback on her progress.
A good protégé learns to be a good
listener. Does your mentor need to
be local or could it be someone you
could contact via phone or virtually?
Many good relationships are virtual
these days.
Since the emergence of the Internet,
coaches and mentors around the
world have moved their practices
online and via phone. Make a list of
people you know who might fit your
criteria. If you are having trouble
coming up with names, ask your
circle of influence for some
suggestions. If you don’t know the
persons suggested, ask for a formal
introduction. You can join your local
Chamber of Commerce or other
professional associations and get
involved. By attending meetings
regularly people get to know you and
the ideal mentor might be right under
your nose.
Three words of caution when
searching for a mentor: your email
inbox. With the overwhelming email
we receive each day, there is
undoubtedly tons of emails in your
inbox from people offering to show
you how to get rich quick by
following their advice, signing up for
their system, selling their “product
that sells itself.
WE magazine for women

Hey, if the product really sold itself,
why would it need so many people
to promote it? I’m not suggesting
that there aren’t really good products
out there that you could represent
that may lead to your financial
success.What I am suggesting is
that you need to use caution and
reason when deciding if the people
who make the claims are for real.
And that’s another chapter all
together. Choose wisely to find
someone who is committed to the
relationship, will give you time, and
wants to see you thrive. Look for
someone you can relate to, be open
with and want to spend time getting
to know better.

The right mentor can be a
catalyst to your success in
building wealth.

And isn’t that your goal?
© Heidi Richards
Mooney Founder &
CEO of the Women’s
ECommerce Association, International
www.WECAI.org,creator
of the Who’s Who
Directory of Women in eCommerce at
www.whoswhoinecommerce.com.
Download your free ebook “Get Rich –
The Women’s eGuide to Building
Wealth at: http://www.wecai.org/
get_rich.asp.

Did You Know?
PROSPER is an online community
for lending and borrowing
www.prosper.com
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Business

Clobbering
O ver
whelm
erwhelm
By Shann Vander Leek

One of the definitions of
overwhelm is being buried
or drowned beneath
a huge mass.
Feel familiar?
My particular brand of overwhelm is
more like ... suffocating skin
crawling madness. I used to be the
mistress of overwhelm. The
discomfort was intense and yet there
was a rush involved with pulling off
what felt impossible. It took years to
get acquainted with the damage
ripple caused by all of the needless
stress.
The good news is you can learn to
minimize this paralyzing feeling by
facing what’s going on and taking
action; like a gymnast on a balance
beam, taking one step sure step
after the other.

Sure steps with a
Go ... Be ... Flow ...
attitude.
Most of the solopreneurs and
entrepreneurs I play with are
passionate, talented and risk
adverse people who are really good
at what I like to call, connecting the
dots. Their ability to coordinate
ideas, people, places, projects and
synergistic energy is astounding.
Their keen sense of knowing
combined with pure unbridled feeling
manifests great opportunities.

Because people of this caliber
can do ANYTHING.
Connecting the dots is a blessing if
the entrepreneur is conscious
enough to apply her connectivity
talent to her own “in the weeds” life
situation.

Determine what projects you can
delegate. Asking for help is
freeing.

Eliminate any unnecessary tasks
and activities. Do what you
absolutely must, and junk what
isn’t an absolute necessity.

A HA!
Learning to go with the flow is a
tremendous kick in the pants. Of
course it helps to be head long into
“The Power of Now” by Eckhart Tolle
as I’m keying this post.
Practice moving through life with
grace and clobber overwhelm by
incorporating some these ideas:

Take deliberate action a by
choosing and revisiting your
priorities every week. A list of
targeted activities will help you
remain on your quest.

Carry out extreme self-care. This
may mean taking time out to get
a haircut, massage or a soak in
the bath tub. Take some alone
time to read a good book, take a
walk and get out of your head.

Visualize your ideal
accomplishment, and then make
a list of tasks that can be
addressed to bridge and traverse
where you want to be in the
natural flow of things.

These fine characteristics and what
seem like unlimited opportunities
can be distracting.

Allow yourself to say NO.

Give yourself credit for all the
things you DO complete.

Talk to a trusted friend, life coach
or mentor. Get clarity by being
with people who you admire,
who are good at managing
stress.
The next time you are feeling
overcome with a sense of impending
doom, take a deep breath, gather
your thoughts and let the clobbering
begin.

Remember,
Action Cures Fear!
For 16 years, Shann
Vander Leek has
inspired sales professionals and entrepreneurs. Telephone and
email consultations
make her accessible to
clients all over the world. Please visit
www.truebalancelifecoaching.com
to sign up for your complimentary Life
Balance E-Zine delivered to your inbox
every month.

Why?
WE magazine for women
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10 Questions You Must Answer
Before You Hire Your Next Employee
By Bobbi Palmer
1. What type of person fits best
with my business?

3. How will I know they possess
what I am looking for?

5. What are my time-off
policies?

You really can’t answer this until
you articulate your ideal business
culture. If you have not yet done so,
start by defining the core values
(three or four at most) you feel must
be represented in everything you do
in your business. Anyone you bring
into your business community
should sincerely share and
appreciate these values. For
instance, if one of your core values
is delighting every customer, only
hire people who believe in this and
demonstrate the personal qualities
to deliver it. Keep in mind that this
isn’t about finding people with
personalities like you – there is little
advantage to hiring carbon-copies of
yourself. This is about identifying,
and then demanding certain
personal characteristics and beliefs
in anyone who will be representing
your company.

For must-have characteristics,
knowledge, and skills create
specific interview questions or
techniques that will allow your
candidates to clearly and
behaviorally demonstrate that they
have these critical factors. Don’t just
accept the candidate’s word that
they believe something or can do
something. Ask them to
demonstrate the skill, solve a
problem, describe their feelings,
show or talk about prior
accomplishments, or write or create
something. Requiring this will
provide you with proof you need to
make an informed decision. Don’t be
too narrow in your requirements;
consider associated life-skills and
experiences. And don’t be afraid to
test! It ensures they have what you
require, as well as shows that you
will hold your people accountable for
performance.

Just like you, your team members
will need time off - whether to
recover from the flu, to take care of
family matters, or just to recharge.
How will you handle these
absences? Will you give a certain
number of days per year, or per
occurrence? What notice is
required? Consider offering one or
two personal days to can take off
(with notice) without a reason. This
is a great motivator, and can
actually improve overall productivity.

2. What exactly do I expect
them to know and be able to do?
Identify all the knowledge, skills,
and abilities the ideal candidate
should possess. Then, consider
each and break it down by “musthaves” and “nice-to-haves.” Be
realistic. A must-have means that
you will not hire them if they don’t
have that knowledge or skill. A niceto-have means that you are willing to
train this or direct the work
elsewhere. Be sure to include
everything! If you expect your
accounts payable clerk to sweep
the floor when needed, include this
in your list. (You’ll use this later in
job descriptions.)

?
4. What will I pay them and
what type of relationship will
they have with my company?

Set a salary and choose the
employee’s classification. Will they
be full-time or part-time? Will I have
a specific raise schedule? Will they
be a statutory employee,
independent contractor, or an
outside vendor? When it comes to
paying and classifying your
workforce, federal laws provide clear
guidelines. Know the minimum
wage, the Fair Labor Standards Act,
classification guidelines, regulations
with your local department of labor,
IRS rules, etc. Misclassification can
result in large fines and, sometimes,
criminal charges. Seek help from a
professional accountant and/or
employment attorney. This is a
must-do!

WE magazine for women

6. How will I motivate my team
and handle disciplinary issues?
Bringing on great people is only the
beginning. It’s your job to
consistently motivate and support
your team so they stay with you for
the long haul and continue to
perform. Have a plan in place for
reinforcing your company values,
communicating business objectives
and accomplishments, rewarding
outstanding performance, building
team relationships, and helping
individuals meet personal goals. No
doubt you will need to tackle issues
of poor performance, attitude, or
attendance. Have a written policy in
place. Questions to address in this
process include: How many
absences are acceptable in a given
time period? How will you deal with
customer complaints or concerns
from co-workers? (Tip: When
working with these issues, always
begin with asking yourself “What
can I do better to help this
employee?” Be prepared by
researching and talking with your
attorney about laws regarding
terminating employment. There are
very clear regulations that vary by
State. Not following these laws can
be devastating to a business.
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7. What insurance do I need?
Under certain circumstances you
are legally responsible for insuring
your team members. Talk to an
insurance specialist and your
accountant about Worker’s Comp,
liability and other insurance.

8. How will I verify the validity of
the information they provide?
Ask for personal and professional
references and take the time to
contact each. I highly suggest using
a reputable company to conduct
background checks. You can search
on the web, ask your insurance
provider, or talk to other business
owners for recommendations. There
are regulations concerning these
types of checks such as requiring
the applicant’s signature and
understanding that this is a
condition of employment. Do not
overlook the importance of these
verifications! Investing the time and
money here will protect your
business and save you money in the
long run.
9. How will I find the best
people?
The key here is investing the time
up-front to clearly articulate your
company information and values,
and the job requirements. Do this
before you advertise for help, ask
your friends, or just hire the great
woman you met in the supermarket.
Sit down and write a company
mission and culture statement, and
a detailed job description. Doing this
not only helps you find the right
people for your company, but saves
you time when people self-select
when applying for your job. This will
also be a great tool once you bring
someone on-board. One of the most
important things employees want is
clearly communicated expectations.
They need to know how you see
them as part of your business (your
culture should communicate this)
and what you expect them to do on
a day-to-day basis on they job.

10. How will I fill any knowledge
or skill gaps?
You’ve identified what someone
needs to know and be able to do in
the job. Chances of finding someone
who is excellent in everything you
require is not likely. (If they say they
are, go back to #3 above. I
challenge them to prove it!) There
are many ways to teach people:
written instructions, training
sessions with you or co-workers,
observing others, reading materials
from books or the web. Be prepared
to use some or all of these, but
have a plan that can be executed
immediately and diligently. Without
this you can not expect new team
members to succeed. Ultimately,
your training program should include
all aspects of the job you expect of
any new hire. Training your people
equates to assisting them with their
personal growth; and their personal
growth directly relates to the growth
of your company. It’s a very wise
investment.
Bobbi Palmer offers
her 20+ years of
corporate leadership
experience for the
benefit of small and
mid-sized business
owners striving to
create prosperous and joyful workplaces. Bobbi teaches her clients
how to hire great people, build
dynamic teams, and keep them for the
long haul. She offers one-on-one
consulting, webinars, and workshops.
For more information, and to receive
your free guide
“10 Questions You Must Answer Before
You Hire Your Next Employee!”
visit www.bobbipalmer.com.
Bobbi can be reached at
bobbip(at)bobbipalmer.com or
562.608.8685.
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I really need to get the
Women’s Writing and
Publishing Audio
Program to help me
finish my book!

Have a BOOK Inside YOU?
Go to www.woWE
menmagazine
swritinfor
gswomen
ummit.com Today!
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Live the Life You Love: In Ten
Easy Step-By Step Lessons

The Millionaire Maker’s
Guide to Creating
a Cash Machine for Life

By Barbara Sher

By Loral Langemeier
The Cash Machine is simple to start
and sustain.You’ll use skills you already
possess and build a reliable team to
help. Whether you want to partner with
others or go it alone, if you want to build, fix or buy a business, I will show you how to create a Cash Machine that
makes money from Day One. Loral will get you up to speed
on marketing, sales, operations, finance, and management to keep your business operating effectively. I also
share instructive and inspiring real-life examples of successful Cash Machines and explain how to use profits to
fuel the Wealth Cycle.

No matter how long it’s been since you’ve
dreamed it...No matter how “unrealistic”
it seems...Your impossible dream may
not be impossible anymore. If you’ve
been waiting for a job that rewards you
with more than a paycheck...or for the
perfect moment to take that “long-lost” dream off hold...it’s
time to stop waiting and start creating a life you can truly
love! In this life altering follow-up to the sensational New
York Times Bestseller “I Could Do Anything If I Only Knew
What It Was, Barbara Sher shows you how to break free
from a career that doesn’t cut it...tailor-make a meaningful,
rewarding life to your personal specifications...and create a
foundation for a success that’s strong enough to support
your heart’s desire.

METU AND LEE
By Dr. Shenin Sachedina
Mothers, daughters, sisters, aunts, coworkers: one in eight women will be
diagnosed with breast cancer in their
lifetime. It is a compelling statistic that
touches the lives of many women in
the prime of their lives. Many of these
women are busy raising families and
are career women in their 30’s 40’s and 50’s. Breast cancer can deeply affect the lives of people these women loveincluding children. How do you explain such a complicated
and sensitive issue to a young child who doesn’t understand what’s going on? A new book written by Dr. Shenin
Sachedina, illustrated by Tammy Sherman, can help. Metu
and Lee Learn About Breast Cancer is designed for children ages 5 and up. It explains breast cancer in language
that any child can understand.

ALPHA FEMALE:
Leader of a Pack of Bitches ~
Winning Strategies to Become an
Outstanding Leader
Everyone has had that kind of female
boss, the one that you think inappropriate words for when she gets to that time
of the month or starts emotional wars
during the busiest projects of the day.
Some days it’s just better to stand back and let her attack
someone else, but other days you just can’t stay out of the
line of fire. What do you do when your female boss is acting
like a, well, bitch?

The Older I Get,
the Less I Care

The Big Book of

By Teresa Roberts Logan

By Jo Renfro

Bad Dates

For each of the 3.1 billion females
in this world, there will come a time
when gravity is no longer a friend.
Thankfully, as comedian and author
Teresa Roberts Logan points out,
with this realization—and substantive amounts of chocolate
and caffeine—also comes the freedom to care less about
the quirky neuroses and habitual hang-ups that riddle our
feminine existence. Logan presents pithy insights into the
female psyche—each accompanied by a full-color illustration
humorously depicting exactly those things we care less
about. From snotty waiters and memory loss to trying to
be one of those thong-butt babes.

The Big Book of Bad Dates
chronicles more than 120 hilarious dating misadventures. This
illustrated tour of courtship calamities will keep you laughing
from beginning to end, or maybe from date to date. Have you
dated “the slob”? Or perhaps your dates lean more toward
“the clueless guy”? What about “the mamma’s boy,” “the
know it all,” or “the guy’s guy”? No matter which bad dates
you identify with, this book is the perfect reality check as
you continue to search for “the one.”
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Here is a sampling of the things covered
by 16 Media, Marketing and PR Pros:
How Blogging Can Help You Get Media Attention
How to be a Media Magnet
How to create web-optimized media releases
Developing your Media Platform
Getting on Internet Talk Radio
The Inside Scoop of Getting Inside a Major Magazine
In addition to 16 audio lessons, you receive a 60+
page workbook with dozens of additional resources!
All this, and MORE!
For more information about the topics covered:
http://www.womensmediasummit.com/aboutthe-sessions/

“I just got my registration materials for the event. WOW! The
PDF workbook alone is worth the price of admission. It’s
beautiful in presentation and chock full of information and
resources, as well as being an easy-to-read and follow guide
to the presenters and their presentations. The five pages of
resource links at the end are a wonderful completion to a
great package. Thank you Heidi and All involved.
Sheila Finkelstein, Pictures to Ponder

Purchase the recordings at:
http://www.womensmediasummit.com/audiorecordings-on-sale-now/

Changing Careers
With little or no experience
at the new career
By Carole Martin
2. Find your uniqueness.

Changing careers could be one
of the best decisions you make
in your life. It may also be one of
the more difficult things you will
do. Creating a self-inventory and
doing some basic preparation
can make a big difference in the
way you view yourself and as a
result how others see you. Here
are five tips to help you weave
your way through your transition.

1. Focus on your “transferable
skills.”
When you change careers the focus
will be on the “soft” skills - referred
to as “transferable” or “portable”
skills. These are skills you have
used at any and every job or
situation you have
been in, including volunteer work and
school.
Examples of transferable skills are:
communication skills, ability to work
with a diversity of people, ability to
plan and organize, time
management, analytical problem
solving, customer service skills, etc.
Make a list of your transferable
skills, keeping in mind that these
are the skills you could use
regardless of what company you
worked at, or what position you are
applying for. A good source of
desirable transferable skills can be
found in job postings. Print out
several postings and highlight words
that reoccur. These are “key traits”
that the employer is seeking – don’t
underestimate them.

Each candidate is unique. What
makes you unique? Think about
your personality and your personal
traits. One of the things that the
interviewer is looking for is
“someone to fit in” - who is likeable
with the ability to work well with
other team members. Your personal
traits could be the tie-breaker
between you and an equally
qualified candidate. Think of at least
five personal traits that make you
unique. Some examples are:
friendly, flexible, quick learner,
reliable, responsible, easy to get
along with, detail-oriented, loyal,
etc.
3. Believe in yourself.
Once you have established what
you have to offer, you will begin to
see the value you can bring to the
job. When you believe in yourself
and the fact that you have
something of value to offer,
it will be easier to show confidence
and to convince the employer that
you can do the job. Any sales
person will tell you that when you
believe in your product and its
reliability it is far easier to sell and
influence someone to buy.
4. Listen and read between the l
lines.
Prepare five to ten questions to ask
about the company. The best
questions will come from your ears.
It is also important to listen to what
is said as a way of formulating
questions. For example, if several of
the questions they asked you
centered around a certain topic, for
instance “databases,” be sure to
WE magazine for women

ask questions about the database
and the challenges and the
problems with the database.
Showing an interest by asking
questions demonstrates your
interest in the company.
5. Prepare stories about your
past experiences.
When you can show examples of
past successes, you will have a
better chance of showing the
interviewer that you have used
similar skills in past jobs, even if the
job duties are different.
Changing careers is not easy to do
in any market, but in a tight job
market it will take that extra step to
differentiate yourself from the next
candidate. Remember, the employer
has a problem – there is work to be
done. It is your job to listen to what
the interviewer is looking for and
then to sell yourself as the solution
to the problem. Letting the
interviewer know you heard and
understand the job will make you
appear more interested in what is
going on at the company, and in turn
will make you appear to be a more
viable choice as the best person for
the job.

Carole Martin is a
celebrated author,
trainer, and an interview
coach. Her books,
“Interview Fitness
Training Workbook” and
“Boost Your Interview IQ”
(McGraw Hill) have sold thousands of
copies world-wide. Receive Carole’s
FREE job interview tips by visiting
her web site at:
http://www.interviewcoach.com
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The Art of Relaxation
By Esther Kane

Abstract: A woman-centred psychotherapist shares her tips on why
we need to relax regularly and how to do that realistically every day.
I am probably not what you
would call an ‘expert’ on rest and
relaxation. In fact, I am writing
this article on a national holiday;
a day when most of my peers
are sitting outside with their feet
up sipping a cold drink and
catching some rays. To be
perfectly honest, I’ve never been
very good at relaxing. But life
has a way of making you learn
things the hard way and thus,
over the past number of years, I
have been forced by life
circumstances to either learn to
rest or drive myself straight into
the ground. The way I was
headed would have surely led to
my early demise had I not gotten
wise and learned that
sometimes, less really is more.

complaining about the crazy
speed of this world and thus,
their lives, and how they feel they
are heading for a proverbial
meltdown. Some have indeed
pushed themselves clearly
beyond their limits and are
seeing me because they feel
burned out, lost, and generally
bummed out. When I ask them
what they do to relax, they often
look at me completely perplexed
as if they have never even heard
the word “relax” before.
When I tell them that every
person needs to carve out a bit
of time for themselves everyday
for self-care and downtime, I am
assaulted with a barrage of
excuses; often in high-pitched
voices. I hear things like:

And I’m not the only one learning
this valuable lesson. Every
week, I have clients in my office

“What time? I don’t have enough
time to do all the things I need to
do in the day, let alone give
myself EXTRA time to relax!”
“What makes you think I need to
relax? I don’t see what drinking
excessively/overeating/watching
a lot of mindless television (fill in
your own blank) has to do with
an underlying need to relax!”
“People
need me!
I can’t
take time
for
myselfthat would
be
selfish!”

And so
on….
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I have gotten so used to these that I could recite a
“top 10” list of excuses for why women can’t take
time for themselves but that would be
counterproductive. What I find sad about this
phenomenon is that virtually none of us appear to
be immune from driving ourselves into the ground.
This is not surprising given the demands that are
placed upon us every day plus the advent of a
frightening acceleration of information made
available to us through the latest technology. I can’t
tell you how many times a client’s cell phone goes
off while we’re in the middle of a session! We are
becoming increasingly available to everyone in our
lives at any given minute of the day. It’s crazymaking indeed!
Maybe I’m old-fashioned (I have always intuitively
felt that I belong to a long-ago era just before
telephones were invented), but I look around at the
world we live in now; referred to commonly as “the
information age” and want to hide under a rock.
There’s so much to see, do, read, communicate,
and absorb- it is literally overwhelming. No wonder
people are starting counter-movements like the
Slow Food Movement and Voluntary Simplicity (if
you don’t know of these, I suggest you learn about
them). Time has sped up beyond what is healthy
or natural for the human species. So I encourage
you, dear reader, to start rebelling in small but
satisfying ways.
Relax DESPITE all of the forces that tell you
otherwise: there’s too much laundry, work, meals
to make, cleaning to do, etc. Start off with ten
minutes a day. Rebel in small but significant ways
that lead you to a sense of coming back into your
body, taking some deep breaths, and finding a slice
of peace in this mad pie called life. How do I rebel?
I knit. Every time life feels too much and I’m
stressing out, I pick up my latest knitting project,
and feel my shoulders come down a few inches
once I hear the clicking of my knitting needles. To
end, I’ll leave you with a list of ten things you can do
to relax on a daily basis. Pick one or more or come
up with some of your own and start with ten
minutes a day and see how you feel…I’m guessing
it will be far better than being tied up in knots of
stress!

ESTHER’S TOP TEN THINGS
YOU CAN DO TO RELAX
1. Meditate- simply sitting with your eyes
closed in a quiet spot focusing on deep
belly breaths.
2. Do yoga- it works wonders to balance
body and mind.
3. Do your favourite craft and make
something beautiful and special; either
for yourself or someone you love.
4. Spend time with animals- they totally
know how to relax. Put your head lightly
on a pet’s belly while it’s napping and
match your breath to his/hers. Ahh…
5. Read a light and fluffy book- no thrillers
or stories of miserable childhoods.
6. Watch a funny movie in your pyjamas
and fuzzy slippers.
7. Sit somewhere beautiful in nature and
take in the scenery.
8. Go for a walk outside and be mindful of
your steps and practise really being in
your body and letting go of your
‘thinking mind’.
9. Make love; either with yourself or
someone else- a great de-stressor
indeed!
10. Immerse yourself in a hot bubble bath
surrounded by candles and listen to soft
music. You’ll sleep like a baby…

Esther Kane, MSW, Registered Clinical
Counsellor, is the author of “Dump That
Chump: A Ten-Step Plan for Ending Bad
Relationships and Attracting the Fabulous
Partner You Deserve
(www.dumpthatchump.com), and “What
Your Mama Can’t or Won’t Teach You:
Grown Women’s Stories of Their Teen Years
(www.guidebooktowomanhood.com). Sign up for her free
monthly e-zine, Women’s Community Counsellor, to uplift
and inspire women at: www.estherkane.com.
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What Should

I EAT

EAT EVERYTHING
YOU LOVE

THE QUESTION MOST ASKED
Instead of focusing on what
you should NOT eat,
focus on all the fabulous
things you CAN eat that
are good for you!
My patients ask me “what is
the best thing to do for
weight loss, optimum health, and
energy?” When I tell them to stop
eating wheat, wheat products, dairy,
and all refined sugar and sugar
products, they look at me and ask,
“What should I eat then?”
This question needs to be asked,
“What are my needs, goals and what
is realistic for my lifestyle?” Most
people’s goals are more energy,
weight loss, and optimum health.
The best foods for optimum health,
weight loss, weight management and
energy, are simple foods that have the
most color. I tell all my patients to go
to a great health food store or farmers
market and look at the huge amount
and variety of foods that are green,
orange, yellow, red, and purple.
Foods with lots of color indicate lots
of nutrients, vitamins, minerals, and
anti-oxidants. They are fabulous
tasting and naturally sweet. Fruit is an
easy, on the go snack that can be
found anywhere. Vegetables are great
raw, steamed, stir fried, and baked.
You can eat tons of them at one time
with minimal caloric intake. They keep
for days in the refrigerator, reheat
easily, and make great snacks that
truly satisfy hunger. Once you try
regularly eating, fresh fruits and
vegetables, 4 to 5 times a day, they
will become your new potato chips with
more health benefits.

My favorites are:
BROCOLLI: It’s so flavorful that you
don’t have to do much to it. Try
marinating it in olive oil, salt, pepper,
and fresh lemon. Barbeque, steam,
or sauté it and then add a little more
lemon. Make a large batch as it keeps
for days in the refrigerator. It is great
served cold as a big afternoon snack
try adding it to salad as a salad green.
Artichokes: They are delicious hot or
cold. Make low calorie aolies sauces
for dipping. Lemon and basil are
amazing with this vegetable. Total
calories. They are so filling and
delicious you feel like you ate an entire
meal.
Asparagus: Absolute gift of the
gods!!! This is another one great for
barbequing. Baste with olive oil, salt,
and pepper. The oil will keep more
moisture in the asparagus. Steam and
then add light sesame oil, shaved
Asiago cheese, salt, and pepper.
Summer squash: Lightly steam or
sauté, add fresh tomatoes and
kalamata olives. Add fresh basil,
green onions at the very end to kick
up the flavor. Sprinkle shaved
Parmesan.
Sweet potatoes: Sweet potatoes are
great baked and sautéed. Try
drizzling olive oil over cooled diced
potatoes. Add arugala, cilantro,
chopped tomatoes, green onions, and
feta cheese. Think of this as a very
vitamin enriched potato salad.
Tomatoes: Use the cherry tomatoes.
Lots of olive oil, small balls of
mozzarella or feta cheese. Add salt,
pepper; add chopped Napa cabbage
and 2 to 3 cups of chopped basil and
a little green onion.
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As long as it has a

Bright Color

By Dr. Barbara Custer, L.A.c O. M. D.
Cherries, blueberries, raspberries, and
most melons are very low in calories
and sugars. Mix these with plain nonfat yogurt and natural sweeteners, like
Stevia; you have a low calorie, antioxidant, delicious dessert, snack, or
light meal. Add a little fresh mint as
an accent flavor.
As humans we have lots of
predictable habits and patterns. For
instance. Every morning when we wake
up we stumble over to the coffee
machine. For optimum health and
energy, we need to change our habits
into new healthy choices that are
satisfying and supportive to the body.
The benefits are many. The body is
an exhaustible energy field and has
amazing regenerative ability. So make
fruit and vegetables your new health
snacks and see how much better you
look and feel.
I hope you enjoy making some of my
favorite recipes. In my next articles I
will be writing about “Natural
Supplements and Herbs That Boost
Energy and Fight Fatigue”. “Why You
Need Antioxidants”. “Super Foods
What they are and How to Use them”.
“Your Immune System and How to
Help It”. “How To Keep your Brain
Happy and Healthy”. So stay tuned.
Dr. Barbara Custer, L.A.c
O. M. D. runs a clinic in
Mill Valley California.
She as been voted as
“One of the Top Alternative Medical Doctors” in
the San Francisco Bay
area. She uses specific Western
Medical testing for diagnosis and
Oriental Medicine, Vitamins and
Nutrition, as her primary treatment
modality. www.drbcuster.com
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Top 10 Tips To
Become Outrageosly

Attractive
By Gina Rafkind
When you see or hear the word ‘attractive’, I bet the first
thing you think of are physical characteristics. Am I
right? When you read the title of this article did you think
of physical appearance? Well, I wrote this article to have
you think outside the box and a bit deeper about what the
word ‘attractive’ really means. I challenge you to
implement the Top 10 Tips below and watch how people
start to flock to you and it will not be because your hair is
perfect and your body is gorgeous. It will be because
your inner beauty is shining through.
1. Actually Listen: Look right at the eyes of the
person talking to you and focus on them. Do not
think about what you are going to wear on your
date tonight.
2. Actually Let Them Finish What They Are Saying:
Stop the urge to butt in and tell the person talking
what you think before they are finished which
brings me to my next tip…

3. Do Not Give Your Opinion Unless You Are Asked:
Most of the time people just want to be heard. If
you say you will listen, then listen and do not
give advice unless they ask you for it.
4. Do Not Judge: You never know what other people
are going through or experiencing in their life
unless they tell you.
5. Do Not Try To Prove Others Wrong: Even if you
are right. People have different opinions and
yours may be right for you and theirs may be
right for them-leave it at that. If you keep trying to
prove your point, you cause yourself suffering and
that is insane. As Eckhart Tolle, author of The
New Earth stated, “Would you rather be right or
at peace?”

6. Do Not Brag: This only enhances your ego.
Resist this urge and you will see how much
more empowering it is!
7. Do Not Tell Anyone What They Should Do:
Everyone is on their own, unique, different path.
You are on your own path so why should
someone else be following yours?
8. Have No Expectations: If you do not have any
expectations of others, then you will suffer less
and you, as well as the other people you interact
with, will feel more freedom.
9. Do Not React: If you allow others to ‘Be’ and not
react to their actions or words, you will be in a
state of peace and calm (which is very
attractive!)
10. P.I.I.P: Put it in perspective. Do not sweat the
small stuff. Is what you are stressing over really
going to matter a year from now? Or even in a
month or week? Probably not.

Start implementing these 10 tips today
to experience more peace and
joy in your life.
Gina Rafkind is the owner and founder of
VedaSun; a company whose mission is to
be your Aromatherapy Luminary and
inspire you to Break Out and unleash your
vibrant inner being by enhancing your
awareness practice of using your senses
as a pathway to presence.
Visit http://www.vedasun.com to learn more and sign up
for Gina’s free report, Break~Out, Be~Free.
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A Simple Effective Time Management System
By Teresa Morrow
For most business owners one of
the frustrating but so needed things
to gain an effective time
management system for their
business. With any time
management system, the goal is to
create a sense of organization and
price instead of overwhelm and
regret. This simple time
management system only requires a
spiral notebook, pen, and a kitchen
timer and allows a consistent flow
of accomplishment for you to
increase your successes.
This will eliminate the arduous task
of feeling as if you need to write
down everything and create the
“never ending” to do list and leaves
you defeated just by looking at it.
So set aside your hefty long to do
list containing many things you could
not possible complete in 24 hours.
Pick up a new spiral notebook and
opened to the first page to reveal a
“clean slate”. Write the following
day’s date on the top line and
underline it.
Think about five tasks you want to
get done the next day. Start out with
only five tasks to complete. Later in
this article is how you will add more
to the list. Before you write down a
task, ask yourself, “Do I really need
to do _______ tomorrow or can it
get done the next day?” If the task
could be pushed back one day, do
not write it down. If the task is
something you really need to have
completed by the end of the next
day, write it down. Leave a few
spaces in between each task for
notes regarding each task. This step
will take about 20-30 minutes to
complete. It will get faster once you
get used to the system.

Once you have the five tasks listed,
write down the approximate amount
of time (on the right hand side of
each task in parenthesis) it may
take you to accomplish each task.
This allows you to see how long
each task may take and may assist
you in numbering the tasks.
Next add the numerical order to the
list on the left side of each item.
For instance: 2. Write WE
Magazine Article (90 min)

Repeat this process until you are
done with all the tasks on the to-do
list. Now, if there is more time in
the day for more tasks, you would
make the decision to either add
another task or end for the day. If
time permitted for the day, you can
add another task, however, it is best
to do so one at a time. This
continues the sense of
accomplishment by not adding more
at one at a time.

Place the spiral notebook next to
your computer opened to this newly
created to do list for the next day
with your favorite pen on top of the
spiral notebook.

As you become more familiar with
the system, you will recognize when
you are able to add another task on
each day (i.e. six or seven task on
the daily page).

The next day when you approach
your desk, you will have the layout
for the day in a clean streamlined
method creating a sense of
willingness and eagerness to
complete these tasks.

At the end of each day, you will
look down to a page listing tasks
you successfully completed. You
will no longer have a sense of
defeat, discouragement, or
disappointment because you will
complete all the tasks on your list
and then some.

Start with #1 task of the day. For
instance, let’s say the first task is
email client about progress of
project (15 min). Set a kitchen time
for 15 minutes and start the task.
Once the first task is completed,
check it off the list. The physicality
of making a check mark on the
paper next to the task also creates a
sense of accomplishment, pride and
success.

This simple effective time
management system
will leave you feeling proud
of your accomplishments
of the day.

Teresa Morrow is on the Florida Board of Advisors with The WECAI
Network ™ (http://www.wecai.org) and Editor at Large at WE
Magazine for Women ™ (http://www.wemagazineforwomen). She
has over 15 years working with various industries to include
property management, landscape architecture and financial
planning firms in executive administrative positions. Key Business
Partners is a virtual assistance & online promotional company for
coaches, speakers and writers. Teresa is available for 20 minute free consultation.
Visit her website at http://www.keybusinesspartners.com.
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Marketing 2Women
How to Captivate the Woman’s Market to Increase your Bottom line!
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For more information or to place your order http://www.wecai.org/marketing2women.htm

Fall Special
*Only 27!
Get a FREE Copy of the Marketing 2 Women Audio Program When you
purchase any other program in the Women’s Success Series™

Better Than Takeout!

Easy Spicy Thai Noodles

By Rochael Teynor

Stock up your pantry with a few Asian staples for a quick and easy dinner!
In a medium saucepan, blend the following ingredients:
1 tsp. peanut oil
2 T. chopped, fresh ginger
4 cloves garlic, minced
1/2 c. creamy peanut butter
1/4 c. rice vinegar
1/4 c. low sodium soy sauce
3 T. hoisin sauce
1 1/4 c. low sodium chicken broth
1/2 t. chili paste or 6 drops of hot chili oil
3-4 scallions, sliced
Optional: cubed, cooked chicken, slices of red, green, orange, or yellow peppers for color and added
flavor water chestnuts and unsalted peanuts
Cook over low heat until bubbly and sauce begins to thicken. Pour over cooked angel hair pasta or your
favorite noodle! Serves 4 - 6.
First published June 2008 at www.divinecaroline.com
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Travel

Truth and Myth about

American Gastronomy
By Linda Pereira

Extraordinary American Food…One State at a time….

I have traveled extensively in the
U.S.A and have over the years
gathered countless memories of
people, places, aromas and
flavors which will stay with me
through my whole life. America
fills my senses – to a European
it is big in every way. And if it
wasn’t for the fact that every
drink is filled with ice I would
probably never leave. However
every time I use the expression
“American cuisine”, most of my
fellow Europeans endowed with
rich gastronomical culture
cynically giggle and think of
nasty sodium-filled hamburgers,
occasionally de-Frenchised, but
“all-American” fries, on-the-go
hot dogs, cholesterol ridden
barbecue ribs and thousandcalorie triple chocolate cookies.
Today, even the mere term
“American cuisine” sounds a
little too elegant in view of the
culinary clichés associated with
the US, suggesting that microwave-ready junk meals and fast
food belongs to the gastronomical premier league.

But that is what the Europeans
know and what, truth be said
actually filters to Europe from
the US. But gastronomy in the
US has always and without
exception been an amazing
experience for me. I have come
away with feasted senses and
have met many locals swollen
with pride about their amazingly
tasty “authentic” meals. So I
have learned not to roll my eyes
and just surrender to the novelty
of discovering this supreme
pleasure of a treasure trove of
flavors and aromas. The diversity of the United States and the
fact that its history is composed
of many cultures, peoples and
traditions has made its food a
reflection of those who have
contributed to this creative,
ambitious, positive forwardlooking go-getting nation.
From the coastal areas of
Sacramento right across the
country to Richmond or Columbia, you’re never far away from
great dining and fine wine.
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The United States has an extremely active food culture with
many levels. Food is sustenance in America, food is socialization and enjoyment, food is
nutrition, and food often becomes the occasion for political
argument and increasingly more
press coverage. Americans
want to be well-fed. They take
for granted that the foods they
eat will be satisfying as to
quantity, quality or often the two
combined and Americans are
demanding. Savvy Americans
seem constantly to be on the
lookout for new “fine-dining”
experiences, artisanal breads
and cheeses, specialty fruits,
vegetables and meats, exotic
gourmet products, tasty and
innovative convenience foods for
their freezers. The standard
American food market today,
even in the smallest communities, carries gourmet and international food items that twenty
years ago could be found only in
big city “gourmet” food shops.
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Cooking in America has iconic
significance. Americans revere
celebrity television chefs, engage
in and watch cooking competitions, flock to food exhibitions
and fairs. Television programs in
America feature “dream” kitchens. Many Americans collect
recipes and cookbooks, insisting
on having the latest equipment,
gadgets, celebrity-endorsed pots
and pans, cutting boards or
knives. Cooking schools, both
amateur and professional,
abound. A great number of
Americans soak up any information they can get about cooking
from magazines, culinary books,
television, the Internet; the result
is a populace that is becoming
extremely well-educated and
discriminating about food matters. Certain food items are
considered typically American,
since they can be found anywhere in the United States:
hamburgers and fried chicken for
example.

However, every region of the
United States has its own specialties and food traditions.
Ethnic cuisines from every
corner of the globe also thrive in
the United States, affect American tastes, and are themselves
affected by American eating
customs and the American food
industry. Pizza is a perfect
example; it came from Italy to
conquer America, but then
metamorphosed into an American food, with variations no
Italian would recognize today.
Mexican and Chinese cuisines
have seen the same phenomenon. If any trend could be
considered certain as it relates
to American food, it is the trend
toward expansion of flavors and
food elements, new ingredients,
new dining experiences, and
greater food knowledge among
the population.

According to the National Restaurant Association, in 2006
Americans will spend more than
half a trillion dollars at nearly
925,000 restaurants, the greatest
level of business ever. Restaurant eating fits in with today’s
busy lifestyle in America. Even
small American communities
have a wide range of restaurant
choices: Mexican, Italian, Thai,
contemporary, pizza, seafood, or
just plain American comfort food.
Everywhere I have been I have
been amazed by the quality and
tastes and the pride with which I
have been presented with the
local traditions. So although I am
not one to advertise one restaurant over another…I have to
admit that there are sweet and
sour flavor memories that have
remained over others.
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Linda’s MUST List

Washington DC

There is heaven and then there is Vidalia Restaurant in Washington DC.
This is where Capitol Hill dines. That is their claim. All I know is if you want
to experience the best features of American cuisine with a southern accent
this is where to go. From the beauty of the surroundings, to the beauty and
taste of the dishes everything took my breath away. This is my number one
must in the whole of the USA.
Also in Washington DC DuPont Circle Legend. I absolutely loved this
“Mom and Pop” place. My favorite dish is the lamb platter. The Service is as
amazing as the food, the people there are constantly smiling and very
helpful. I will return there as soon as possible.
In Chicago Morton’s of Chicago-Steakhouse. These people take excellent care of you and have the most
amazing martini selection and atmosphere at the bar before you are seated. Take time to chat to the bartenders
– one of the place’s great selling points. It is truly a fine dining experience as it should be.
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In Atlanta I
experienced
the
Cheesecake
Factory.
On a visit
to the
States with
a client we took a few moments
to ourselves and ended up at the
Cheese Factory. It was
wonderful...great service, great
food and WONDERFUL
cheesecake. If you get nothing
else you HAVE to get the
cheesecake! (Picture shown is
the GODIVA® CHOCOLATE
CHEESECAKE)

I could go on forever but there is
a limited amount of space so I
will just share with you other
memorable places are
Fearing’s in Dallas, Guy Savoy
in Las Vegas, UBUNTU in Napa,
Ad Hoc in Yountville and
Comme Ça, in West Hollywood,
all in California, and O YA in
Boston, among others.

Wines to rival with any
others….

In the late 19th century, French,
Italian and German winemakers
founded high quality wineries in
California, but national
prohibition of alcoholic
beverages in 1919 devastated
the industry and ruined decades
of patient viniculture. After repeal
of prohibition in 1933, the
brewers and distillers were able
to get back to business with
relative speed, but American
wine took more than a
generation to recover. Today’s
American wines can satisfy
virtually every market niche, from
world-class vintages to everyday
dinner wines down to bulk wines
and the cheap fruit juice and
wine concoctions.
In the 1970s American wines
reached their peak only to suffer
a steady decline throughout the
1980s and early 1990s as
American states almost
universally raised their minimum
drinking ago to 21., However
wine consumption has seen a
steady upswing to all time highs
since the mid-90s although there
is still a long way to go to top
wine producing countries—
France, Italy and Spain and
Portugal.

California dominates. Napa and
Sonoma counties just north of
San Francisco are the best
known fine wine areas, but
Mendocino, Santa Barbara,
Santa Cruz, Monterrey, San Luis
Obispo, and a number of other
counties support a thriving wine
industry. Hundreds of these do a
brisk business welcoming
guests for wine tastings and
wine tours. If you aprecaite wine I
certainly recomend a visit to two
or three.

Did You Know?
Rotten Tomatoes
offers a fun and
informative way to
discover the critical
reaction on movies neatly
summarized via the
Tomatometer.
www.rottentomatoes.com

The United States has
commercial wineries in every
state; more than 3,000 in total.
The top four states—California,
Washington, New York, and
Oregon—account for more than
90% of all American wine
production. Early Spanish
settlers in the American
southwest and California began
wine production in the 17th
century. In the 18th century,
American founding father
Thomas Jefferson made several
attempts to grow quality
European wine grapes on his
Monticello estate in Virginia,
though without much success.
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A house in Cape Verde
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Loral Langemeier

The Millionaire Maker
Loral grew up in Nebraska on a farm. She says: “We were
not in a conversation about money. We were never really
taught about money. I was always curious as a young
person why wealthy people became wealthy - so few ever
made it. So, I started studying early on and read all the
great books, “Richest Man in Babylon” and
“Think and Grow Rich” and such. I really started studying
wealthy people. What it is they did, their behaviors,
how they invested; all the way down to the details.”
Loral got a finance degree, worked her way through college, started her own business teaching aerobics and
personal training and worked at a bank to learn banking and investment skills - during that time.
After college, with a Master’s Degree in exercise physiology and human performance, she started a new and
different company.

Tell us a little bit about yourself. Your
background and how you got started on your
current career path?
I’ve always been an entrepreneur. I used the combination
of my Finance Degree and health background and got a
contract with Chevron.
I worked with Chevron and became a full time employee
over time. I worked with them over 5 years. Then I found
my way to San Francisco and that was also where I met
Robert Kiyosaki. I became a master distributor of his
Cash Flow game, which is a great learning tool, for 5
years.
I knew that I needed to do this work. I needed to teach.
I saw Dennis Waitley on stage when I was 17 years old.
I said, “That’s what I need to do.” I didn’t know what my
conversation would be but I will have a conversation and
effect people and their change.

So, it’s been a great journey.
Tell us about Live Out Loud – what your first
year was like, what your goals were,
what your vision was?
Live Out Loud began about 7 years ago. I did financial
coaching before that through my years with Robert. I
have been in this industry and investing in Real Estate
over 15 years.

In the last five years, I’ve made over 600 millionaires. The
formula we have at Live Out Loud works. I’m known as
the Millionaire Maker because of that. We do a 3-5 year
millionaire plan - and we do it very quick.
My first year was sort of an experiment, I would say,
because I was very well invested in Real Estate, had
made a lot of money during those years with Robert, as
well as selling many, many other experts work. I was a
great marketer and in sales. I had a lot of combined
skills. I really didn’t have to go again and make a big run.
It was at this point that I decided to do, what I call, my
“purpose work”, which is really changing the way people
think about money and how we have conversations about
money. This is why I called the company Live Out Loud.
We have to live out loud about money.
That first year was an
interesting experiment. We
did several seminars; I was
doing a lot of financial
coaching and was very
involved in multiple Real
Estate markets.
The vision early on was to get
a couple hundred people that
were smart investors to be
part of a community doing big
projects together.

That was it!
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Now, what Live Out Loud has
become, is far beyond that. In fact
this month, we’re about to receive,
for the second year in a row, an
award for being one of the the top 15
women owned businesses in the
Bay Area. We don’t know our
number just yet, but we are in the
top 15. We’re doing about 21 million
dollars of production. We’re
mentoring, coaching, and doing
seminars.

The dependency model doesn’t
work. If you’re going to be wealthy,
the thing you must learn early on is
that wealth people are very, very
engaged in their own cash and
leading their own wealth.

I just recently became the money
expert for Dr. Phil. We’ll be airing on
Sept 15th to the world on the Dr. Phil
show. He’s just an amazing man and
his work.

I most enjoy effecting people’s lives
in a positive way. That can show up
as a lot of pain, a lot of tears,
struggles because people have a lot
of stuff they have to get through.
They have a lot of emotional and
psychological stuff they need to get
through.

What were/are some of the
obstacles you have
encountered (overcome)?
It’s been amazing. The obstacles
I’ve encountered and had to
overcome, I would say, teammates
that really don’t want to be educated
teammates. A lot of people want to
be wealthy, but very few have the
commitment level to do this work
right. There’s a lot of “lottery
psychology” where they want to get
rich quick and not stay in the game.
The teammates I’m looking for want
to do this for their lifetime, for the
generations, for their kids. Get kids
in their money conversations so their
kids know how to make money. And
really do it and effect change. Our
goal is to get into the school system
to provide financial literacy and be a
prominent difference in what it takes
to truly build sustainable wealth.

Why do they call you the
Millionaire Maker?
It’s because that’s what I do. I
helped make upwards of six hundred
millionaires in some form or fashion.
Helping is what it takes to get that
done. Most people need to take the
initiative, they need to own their
plan, own their goals, own their cash
machine, own their investment
decisions, and not have the
dependency model.

What do you enjoy most about
what you do? On a personal
note, what do you enjoy doing
most outside of work?

Outside of work, I most enjoy skiing
with my son and my soon-to-be
husband. We love playing and being
outside. We live in the Lake Tahoe
area. We love to play, play, play.
We love biking, hiking, swimming,
boating, going to the beach; every
outdoor sport you can imagine, we
love it.

What are some of the
trends you are noticing in
your industry?
The trends in industries that I’m
noticing are really a bigger
conversation, which is the economy.
We’re still recovering, which is a
ways off. We’re at an enormous
impact and effect in what happened
in the mortgage industry.
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A lot of regulation was not managed
by the administration, which is
unfortunate. There are so many
people who are being hurt. In 2009,
more and more 3 and 5 year ARMs
are going to come due and millions
and millions of households are going
to be effected by needing to do
something with their mortgages. It’s
very disappointing. That’s caused a
huge foreclosure and bankruptcy
problem. The greatest transfer of
wealth in the world is happening
right now.
We are in more real estate markets
from it. We’re watching more
network marketing companies grow.
More small business gets started
as people are leaving the mortgage
and real estate industries. Very
small increases are happening,
obviously, employment.
My whole message is, “Don’t be
employed. Go get a Cash
Machine!” Go make money doing
something you already know how to
do. I was just talking to a woman
recently who is a teacher, so have a
tutor company. If you clean houses,
clean houses. If you know how to be
a virtual assistant, photographer,
web designer… I don’t care what
you do; stop doing it as a hobby,
start doing it as a real business.
You have to make money in this
economy to live through this
economy.
You can only move pennies around
so much, making money is your
answer out. Everyone has the
ability to do it, they just don’t see
themselves as small business
owners right now. That’s really our
campaign and mission, is to get
people to see how anybody has the
ability to make money, if they put
their minds to it.
Our work is very different. It’s very
entrepreneurial based. It’s not
“maximize your 401K and get a job”
kind of thing. In fact in my third
New York Times Best Selling book,
The Cash Machine for Life, I state in
there that Christopher Columbus
didn’t discover America so we could
have jobs and a 401K.
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When you work with new
clients, what’s the first bit of
advice you often give them?
When I work with new clients, the
first advice I give them is to go and
make new money. Do not live on a
fixed income because you do not
have fixed potential.

He discovered America so we could
have freedom and entrepreneurialism. It’s what most countries are
built on and we have to come back
to our entrepreneurial roots to bring
us back out of this economy.
The industry is struggling a lot.
Numbers are down everywhere.
Most industries have been effected
by the economy – the increase in
gas and food prices – you have to
market and move your business
more than you’ve ever had to work in
your existence of doing it.
My message comes with a little
double edged sword, that, yes,
anybody can do it, and yes, you’re
going to have to get out there and
market harder than you’ve ever
needed to because we don’t have the
discretionary income in American or
the rest of the world. The American
economy has effected the rest of the
world in a lot of ways.
I see us coming out of it in a shorter
time than most people. As long as
most people keep their heads above
water and watch their income levels.
If your income levels are dropping,
you’ve got to start making shifts.
Something has got to move. You’ve
either got to start making more
money or start shifting your lifestyle
immediately. I see people waiting
and holding on and hoping, and then
ending up in really tragic times with
no cash. And cash flow, week to
week, day to day, is what you need
to monetize. You need to pay
attention to it like you’ve never paid
attention before.

What is it about your mission/
vision that might keep you
awake at night?
What keeps me up at night is the
growth, coming on as the Dr Phil
expert, we have a huge online series
coming, an online web streaming
series coming online a little like a
Larry King interview series where I’ll
be interviewing and doing regular
scheduled appearances.
Infrastructure used to keep me up at
night, but we have an extraordinary
team that’s getting that all highly
efficient. So now it’s just the growth
and attracting the right teammates to
take us to the next place.

What’s the best business
advice you have ever
received?
The best business advice I’ve
received would be control, control,
control. Not from an emotional
control because you can’t let go, but
hold controls and put controls into
your business and every system of
your business and every department
of your business. Make sure you
don’t walk so far away from it and
being too “on” your business versus
being “in” it. Being “on” it is
managing and controls. Making sure
you have reporting, P&Ls, that you’re
making smart business decisions.
The second best advice is always
surround yourself with people that
are far smarter than you, which I do
on a constant basis having mentors.
I’ve had mentors since I was 17
years old. I have four of them right
now. Some of the mistakes people
make is that they do not pay enough
or spend enough to have the right
mentors in their life.
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And once they have one for a while,
they don’t think they need one
forever – I totally disagree, I think
you need one at all times.

What significant partnerships
have played a role in your
success?
There are so many to mention. I’ve
had great teammates. The biggest
obstacles have been bad
teammates; the greatest gift has
been great teammates. This year
and next year we’re going to be
capitalizing some of the opportunities
and businesses where we raise
private equity and we’re about to
cash out and turn some of these
companies and make millions and
millions of dollars. It’s a work in the
making and I think that’s what people
really need to hear.
The game of wealth building is not
about hitting home runs all the time.
It’s about having singles that are
solid and knowing how to absolutely
create a sustainable system.
Homeruns only come to those who
are significant and smart enough to
handle them.

Tell us about a typical workday
for Loral Langemeier?
I’m usually up early, early, early,
getting a bunch of work knocked out
online. It’s also the time I do my
own meditating, visioning, and my
own writing. Then it’s straight to the
kids, getting them off to school and
preschool. Then to the office for Live
Out Loud. I usually work in different
departments, mostly in the
marketing side, creating products –
I’m in the process of writing a book –
I have a ton of work to do on the Dr
Phil production side. There is no
typical day. I don’t know why people
want to achieve balance because I
think it creates a static life. Think of
two weights on the sides of a scale,
if that’s balance, that means static,
which means no growth. What you
really want is to have it all; you just
don’t have it all in every minute.
That’s what I strive for at all times.
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I have an extraordinary road
schedule, out speaking for Tony
Robbins, Chris Howard, or Mark
Victor Hansen, and for some of the
best of the best. I’m on the road
constantly out delivering messages
as well as heading back and forth to
Los Angeles for the TV show. There
just isn’t a typical day; I’d be bored
with a typical day.

Describe the strangest (or
funniest) incident you’ve ever
experienced in your business.
The strangest thing is also about
growth. If anyone would have said,
when we were starting out, that six
years ago I only wanted a couple
hundred investors and now we’re on
a TV show, our own online streaming
show, potential radio shows in the
works, I have three NY Times Best
Sellers… I don’t know if that’s
strange or funny, but I would have
laughed at you even 3 or 4 years ago
if you would have said that’s where
we were going. The sheer growth
and where the world has taken us is
extraordinary.

What ways have you found to
be most effective for
promoting your business?
Speaking is my most effective for
promoting my business – always. I
don’t care what business you’re in,
when you have that sort of touch
point, straight touch point with
people, that is the most effective way
to promote your business all the
time.

What one sentence would you
like people to use in
describing the way you do
business?
Fast, efficient and easy. Now is it
always that way? Probably not. But
that’s the way I would like it to be.

Tell us about some of the
community organizations
you are involved in and
why you chose them.
Chamber meetings; everyone in the
world should be involved in their local
community groups where business
meets in your community. I’m
involved with my kid’s schools. I’m
involved in a more global
organization called “Entrepreneurial
Organization”. You have to be worth
a million and make a million to be a
part of that. Fabulous organization.
Then I’m in association
memberships, coaching and finance.
Everyone thats making money and
doing their business should be
involved in their professional
associations. We’re in all of those.

If you could wave a magic
wand, and get any wish you
want, what would that be?
And why?
I’m not going to wish for it, I’m going
to have my own TV show. Again, a
couple of years ago, I would have
said “no way” but it is clearly the
path to the masses. If I’m going to
be a household name – Susie
Orman’s a household name in
getting out of debt and maximizing a
401K – I’m going to be the
household name for new business
entrepreneurs and 3-5 year
millionaires. So, those that want to
get it done in this life time, change
their way that I call generational
scarcity, then we’re going to hit the
masses.
On September 15th with Dr Phil, we’ll
be in front of nine million people. I
couldn’t get that bandwidth if I spoke
every single day on stages. I want a
TV show, no later than 2010.
Preferably we start taping the fall of
2009 in a very similar style that I’m
doing with Dr Phil. We go into
homes, we change lives, we monitor
it, record it, produce it and we don’t
over dramatize it for the media effect.
It is what it is - because there’s
enough drama in this conversation
already.
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Where do you see yourself in
five years?
I’ll be doing my show. I’ll be doing
TV and radio and a lot of
merchandising. In five years, I want
to be a household name. I want my
Millionaire Maker Game sitting on
the kitchen table of everyone. I want
an online game kid’s community to
be very active and be teaching kids
financial literacy. I want to be the
primary choice of financial education
in the school systems. No small
mission! But it’s all possible and
the path is laid out for us. It’s just a
matter of diligence and great
execution.

Final thoughts?

Personally, I believe that the readers
need to take ACTION. They need to
know what they want in their lives
and get very clear. They need to
write it out, vision board it, get with
accountable people who are making
more money than they are and
always stay surrounded by them.
Play the game you want to play.
You’re not going to win the game by
sitting on the sidelines or in the
bleacher seats. You have to get on
the playing field.
Some people say that’s taking risks.
I would call those smart decisions
for your life. You have to be in
action. You’ve got to move your feet
faster than you’ve ever moved them
before because of the economic
condition that we’re faced with.
Unfortunately this could be through
2009, or early 2010. Then finally
there will be some breathing room
for people.
You can reach Loral online at
LiveOutLoud.com.
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Colorado Wine Country
in the Grand Valley
By Rochael Teynor

When it comes to domestic wine, we often think of California and Washington as producers of
some of the best. Grand Junction, Colorado is fast becoming one of the country’s premier
regions for winemaking. During a recent visit to Grand Junction, I had the pleasure of
tasting wine at several local vineyards including
Graystone Winery, Carlson Vineyards, Two Rivers Winery, and Grande River Vineyards.

At Carlson Vineyards,
winemakers Mary and
Parker Carlson offer a taste
of their Peach wine served
warm with mulling spices
(warm peach cobbler in a
mug) – perfect for an
autumn evening. Another
favorite – and the winner of
several awards – is their
Laughing Cat Riesling,
which is produced from
100% Colorado-grown
Riesling grapes. With subtle
notes of apple, apricot, and pear, it is a semi-sweet
wine that is a perfect complement to light fare
featuring prosciutto or ham, chicken, seafood,
cheese and fresh fruit. Carlson Vineyards is open
year-round for tours, tasting, and retail sales, 10:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m., except Thanksgiving, Christmas,
and New Year’s Day. For more information, call
970-464-5554 or go to www.carlsonvineyards.com.
Founded in 2001, Graystone Winery is one of
Colorado newest vineyards. This intimate boutique
winery produces Lipizzan Port II and III - Pinot Gris
Port with blackberry and cherry notes, respectively,
as well as a White Port. Located in Clifton,
Colorado, a short drive from Grand Junction,
Graystone’s charming tasting room and gift shop
are open daily, 10:00 am - 6:00 pm, Sunday 11:00
am - 6:00 pm. More information is available by
calling 970-434-8610 and at
www.graystonewine.com.

Owners Stephen and Naomi Smith opened
Grande River Vineyards winery in 1990. With
the stunning Bookcliffs rising above the vineyard,
it is the ideal setting for this award-winning
vineyard. Grande River grows all of the grapes
for their wine and supplies fruit to many other
Colorado wineries as well as wineries in several
states. Merlot, cabernet sauvignon and syrah –
three prominent red grape varieties – together
make up about half of Colorado’s grape
production. After sampling their Cabernet
Sauvignon, Viognier, and Meritage Red, it was
hard to choose a favorite! Grande River
Vineyards’ tasting room is open from 9:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. daily. For more information call
970-464-5867 or go to
www.grandriverwines.com.
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A true destination winery, Two Rivers Winery, located just beyond the Colorado National Monument
offers tours, daily wine tasting, and accommodations
at the beautifully appointed Chateau – fast becoming
a destination for weddings and events.
Two Rivers Winery produces just 12,000 cases a
year using the five varieties of grapes they produce:
Chardonnay, Merlot, Riesling, Port, and Cabernet
Sauvignon. Owners Bob and Billie Witham maintain
a pristine operation, complete with a comfortable
reception area and floor-to-ceiling fresco murals in
the winery and French country décor in the Chateau.
For more information call 970-255-1471 or go to
www.tworiverswinery.com.
Two Rivers’ Cabernet Sauvignon, one of the more complex and full-bodied Cabs I tasted on my vineyard tour,
has a smoky finish and luscious blackberry notes – the perfect accompaniment to beef dishes and robust
cheeses.
According to the Colorado Wine Industry Development Board, Colorado vineyards are planting:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Merlot, 19.3%
Cabernet Sauvignon, 18.6%
Syrah, 15.4%
Chardonnay, 11.3%
Riesling, 8.5%
Cabernet Franc, 7.1%
Viognier, 2.9%
Gewürtztraminer, 2.4%
Sauvignon Blanc, 2.4%
Pinot Noir, 2.3%
Other, 10%

Known for its fruit producing mild climate and rich soil, new vineyards are
being planted everywhere in the Grand Valley. Warm summer days and cool
nights throughout the growing season provide ideal conditions for producing
vines with maturity and balance.
Rochael Teynor, Food & Entertainment Editor Rochael is located in Missoula, MT and in addition to her role
as Food and Entertainment Editor at WE Magazine for Women, she is the Founder of Living to Write,
www.livingtowrite.com. Rochael has published dozens of articles on topics relating to travel, food and wine,
women’s issues, business, parenting, and has recently launched a blog entitled “For Love and Money” (http:/
/rochael.typepad.com/for_love_and_money/).
When she’s not writing, Rochael enjoys travel, reading, artisanal cooking, studying – and sampling - wines
of the world, social entrepreneurship, sustainable living, business and social networking, and movies
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Technology

Tech Talk
Hippo Water Roller
“Throughout the world millions of women and children
spend a large part of their day carrying water great distances. With less effort and risk of injury the Hippo Water
Roller allows a person to roll 90 liters of water compared
to carrying the typical 20 liter pail on the head. The increased water available to the households results in
improved health, hygiene, schooling, cooking,
washing and food preparation.”

“Demano DRAP Bag made by the Barcelona bag company, creates fashion
bags out of old city event banners and scaffolding materials (normally
unrecyclable) that hang over the streets between street lamps.

LEC Panels (flexible flat light-bulbs) by Ceelite technologies - delivers
commercially viable Light Emitting Capacitance technology,a sixteenth of
an inch thick, that emit no heat and waste a tiny fraction of energy compared to regular light bulbs, which can be molded and shaped to almost
any curved surface – Winner of the “Green Company Executive Award
2008” by Emerald Asset Management.

Overboard Waterproof Gadget Cases
These OverBoard Waterproof Gadget Cases are 100% waterproof and float if dropped
in water. They are perfect for safeguarding your gadgets (phone, camera, MP3 player)
and also keep out dust, sand and dirt. The Phone/GPS Case lets you take your phone
(or compact GPS) to places you wouldn’t normally dare and will protect your phone
without stopping you from using it.
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Do you need a website?

WECAI DOMAINS offers:
Domain Name Hosting
Web Hosting
Spam-Free Email
Web Traffic & Marketing
Secure SSL Certificate
And MORE!

Visit: www.WECAIDomains.com Today!

“Sharing a Wealth of Expertise to Accelerate Your Success!”
www.WomensSuccessSeries.com

Audio Programs for Women on the Go

Tech Tips
Ten Sites WE Recommend to
Enhance Your Online Experience
Ask Chacha ~ ChaCha is like having a smart friend you
can call or text for answers on your cell phone anytime
for free! ChaCha works with virtually every provider and
allows people with any mobile phone device - from basic
flip phones to advanced smart phones - to ask any
question in conversational English and receive an
accurate answer as a text message in just a few
minutes.
If you use Craigslist to advertise and promote your digital products or services, you might be interested in a
cool little tool called Craig’s Little Buddy.
Reputation management software solutions Trackur – allows users to monitor social media, weblogs and
news sites for predefined keywords or phrases. look for positive press coverage, or even monitor your
competition!
Ratepoint is a simple, web-based solution that gives you all the tools to easily collect, manage and promote
authentic customer feedback, improving customer service, strengthening customer relationships and building
trust. Starting at $17.95 mo.
The eLayaway™ system allows you to buy the products and services that you want by paying for them
through manageable monthly payments that you set. Their intuitive calculator allows you to break down your
order’s purchase price over 3 to 13 monthly payments.
Fliqz ~ the leader in full-service, plug-and-play video solutions, is committed to providing powerful yet intuitive
video solutions that can be easily customized, effortlessly deployed, and seamlessly integrated. Their end-toend solutions allow sites and blogs of any size to offer crisp, dazzling video in an environment that is uniquely
their own. There’s no code to develop, no infrastructure to own, and no software to maintain. Site features
case studies and a FREE BASIC edition to test drive.
Livefluence is an online conversion management platform that intelligenty learns, engages and reacts to your
online customers. Livefluence delivers Live Chat, Click-to-Call, Co-browsing, and Survey Management to help
you create a live and interactive website for your customers.
RevUpCard is an innovative prepaid MasterCard® card product offered by ECard Services, LLC, a registered
MSP (Merchant Services Provider) of Palm Desert National Bank. Use your RevUpCard to receive payments
from employers, business owners paying commissions to you, or other RevUpCard card holders - all with
immediate transfer of funds.
MyAffiliateProgram.com ~ v9 is affiliate tracking and management software delivered through an ASP model.
This means that the software sits on their servers, and you and your affiliates log in to view reports, manage
links and control your accounts.
FeedUploader is a powerful tool which can be used to: automate your data feed submissions, analyze
product performance per comparison search engine, submit all your products to known CSEs (comparison
shopping engines) from one place...
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Earthwise

A Healthier

Global

Working Community
of Women!
By Dr. Sally Witt

More and more, we are opening
ourselves up through Social
Networking and Internet Marketing to
be an incredibly global community.
We learn about each other’s culture
as we work towards making friends,
and doing business.

I live in the Philadelphia area of the
US, and have friends all over the US
and on almost every continent. We
stay in contact through skype, a
very useful tool that lets us instant
message, share files, and have
voice chats for free with other users.

Traditional health information,
products, and services are now
available on the internet. You can
even pay for some medical
information for your family without
leaving home now on a few websites.
Doctors monitor hospital rooms,
even intensive care rooms are
sometimes monitored offsite in some
areas. The medical personnel can
cover many more patients using
technology.

Learning new skills can be stressful.
Some of us have anxiety as we
push past our comfort zones every
step of the way. Once you master
certain skills when using the
internet, you can get work done, and
share services and information on
the web so easily. Many women
have fear around learning more
about websites and software. Just
know that you are not alone, and the
rewards are wonderful. Senior
citizens are using the services on
the internet in greatly increasing
numbers all the time. Yes, you can
master this tool!

There are so many tools to use for
free to improve your health on the
internet. I belong to an amazing
international community called
Sparkpeople.com. There is
emotional support in the community
for almost everything to do with your
health, dieting, exercise, and more.
Some members have lost over 100
pounds and the entire time on the
website is free. Another site that I
love is Prevention.com. Groups,
communities, solid information, and
extra features every month.

I am going to share a great example
of a close international relationship
and creating new levels of business
with a woman that I met through the
internet. I had the inspiration almost
a year ago to put my hypnotherapy
and other techniques on the internet
to be affordable, effective and widely
available around the world. I learned
and worked, and still had a
technology gap of how to actually
finish, deliver, and market my
products.
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In Australia, there is an amazing
woman that I had gotten to know
through networking groups and a few
skype business rooms. We used
the video conferencing options
available now to get to know each
other, and then help each other with
different aspects of our business.
We found that we are very
compatible.
Luckily, my friend is an early riser, so
we have more hours that we are both
awake at the same time. There is
approximately 15 hours difference in
our time; our working hours suit each
of us quite well. This is an important
factor when choosing a business
partner, will you be able to “meet”
and discuss things, or will it have to
be done piece-meal or via email?
What type of environment suits you
best. For my partner and I, we prefer
regular interaction to make decisions
and then communicate by messages
while implementing the next phase.
Through the power of the internet, we
not only became friends, but we
became partners! We are putting
out amazing products together that I
would not have been able to do on
my own. We have a relationship of
trust, and mutual respect. Without
ever meeting in person!
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My first product has the goal of
helping people all around the world to
stop smoking. With my partner’s
help that product is now on the
market.
The power of the internet can
improve your health, improve your
business, create new and wonderful
relationships across cultures, and
may create new opportunities in your
career. Let’s go ahead and take a
chance! Get a coach or take a class
if you need help with this. You will
feel so good when you learn more
about using the tools available.
———————————————
Dr. Sally Witt is a
Breakthrough
Coach
and
Hypnotherapist.
She has a Ph.D. in
S p i r i t u a l
Counseling, and
has a unique
background in traditional psychology as
well as intense alternative and
metaphysical training. She not only
provides individuals and families with
coaching and individual therapeutic
sessions, but she provides support
groups, corporate consulting, trainings
and demonstrations on a wide variety of
topics. Dr. Sally’s partner is Charly
Leetham in Australia. You can see her
products
and
services
at
www.AskCharlyLeetham.com
.
Their new online package Stop Smoking
in 21 Days or Less is now available!
http://www.stopsmokingwithdrsally.com.
You can contact her at the Center for
Healing and Training, Inc. at
215-736-0900. Her website is
www.drsallywitt.com. Skype=drsallywitt
email drsallywitt@gmail.com

Buy USA

®

Are you interested in expanding your business? The
U.S. Commercial Service helps U.S. companies find new
international business partners in worldwide markets.
If you’re outside the U.S. and looking for U.S. suppliers,
our services can help you find U.S. suppliers of
products and services.
The BuyUSA program provides business information and
consulting services to assist the United States business
community in the field of international trade, namely,
consultation, information and assistance concerning the
import and export of goods and services, providing a
venue via a global computer network for the conduct of
trade shows and the marketing of goods and services,
providing a directory of export service providers,
trading companies and trade intermediaries, and the
provision of overseas trade leads to the United States
business community.
See the country directory here: http://www.buyusa.gov/
home/worldwide_local.html Click on the “Doing
Business In” link on the sidebar and you can read an
overview about that country.
For example, if you are a US company and wish to do
business in Ireland, here’s what you’d get:
The U.S. Commercial Service in Ireland assists American
companies, especially small-to-medium-sized firms, in
their efforts to increase exports and do business in
Ireland. We offer customized assistance that is tailored
to the needs of each company. We provide qualitative
and quantitative analysis of the Irish market, advise on
Irish trade and tariff regulations1, help U.S. companies
identify and compete for Irish government procurement
opportunities, assist with the resolution of trade and
investment disputes, and counsel on general business
practices. In addition, among our core services, we help
U.S. companies identify potential Irish business
partners, develop and organize business meetings for
U.S. companies visiting Ireland, and recruit and organize
trade events to Ireland and the United States.
Located at the U.S. Embassy in Dublin, we have a team
of qualified trade and industry specialists2 that can
provide confidential business counseling, as well as
deliver a variety of tailored programs and services
designed to help your company succeed.
Each country also has links for contact information,
finding business partners in that country, guides to
importing, useful links and more.
Check it out today at http://www.buyusa.gov
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"THE FORTUNES OF THE NEW MILLENNIUM WILL BE
CREATED IN THE WELLNESS INDUSTRY"
Want to Earn Extra Income and Create
a Business? With MonaVie™ You Can
Build a Business 8 ways…
With weekly payouts and 8 ways to earn income,
MonaVie™ rewards distributors with an exceptionally
generous and innovative compensation plan. You can
earn money with direct sales, team commissions, bulk
sales, multiple business pools and more!
What’s more, MonaVie™ leverages today’s most
effective form of distribution—relationship marketing. With this person-to-person
approach, you can share the benefits of the MonaVie™ independent business
opportunity with others and be rewarded for doing so, based on your sales and the
product sales of those in the organization you helped create.
*MonaVie™ is a delicious and healthy blend of 19 body-beneficial fruits—including
the Brazilian açai berry, one of nature's top superfoods. Developed with the
philosophy Balance-Variety-Moderation, this nourishing beverage delivers the
essential phytonutrients and antioxidants your body needs to stay healthy. MonaVie
Active combines the delicious blend of MonaVie™ with plant-derived glucosamine
for healthy joint support and powerful antioxidant protection.
MonaVie™ blends unequaled nutritional power with an unparalleled business
opportunity that enables MonaVie™ distributors to capitalize on the surging
health and wellness industry.
The right time to capitalize on the health and wellness industry is now, and the right
company is MonaVie™! Begin achieving renewed health and financial well-being by
enjoying and sharing MonaVie™ with others.
Watch “The Power of You” VIDEO at
http://www.mymonavie.com/juicewho/opportunity_powerofyou.asp

Learn more here: www.JuiceWho.com
Contact Timmy & Heidi Mooney for more information at 954-270-4555 or 954-625-6606
(South Florida). Give us a call! We will be happy to discuss this great opportunity
with you and invite you to a tasting.

Entertainment

Tradition With A Twist

Maple Roasted Turkey
Bejeweled Cranberries
Garlic Mashed Potatoes
Sweet Potatoes with Apple Butter
Roasted Green Beans
Burnt Sugar Pumpkin Pie
Suggested Wines: Serve a medium-bodied Viognier
from Washington state, Cayuse Cailloux Viognier
2006 ($45); a spicy Gewürtztraminer such as one of
Navarro Vineyards signature wines, the 2006
Gewürtztraminer, Estate Bottled ($19), or a fruity
Sauvignon Blanc, try St. Supery 2007 from Napa
Valley ($21).
Start with bowls of spicy nuts, breadsticks, and a
combination of hard and soft cheeses.
Maple Roasted Turkey - There are myriad recipes for
turkey available, but one of my favorites will dazzle the
taste buds of those around your table and it’s simple to
prepare. Order a fresh 12 – 15 pound organic turkey two
to three weeks in advance and plan to pick it up the day
before Thanksgiving.
You will need:
One 12 – 15 pound turkey, fresh (or thawed well in
advance) (Serves 10 – 12)
Two granny smith apples, cut in half
Two large yellow onions, peeled and quartered
Fresh sage
Fresh thyme
Salt
Freshly ground pepper
1 cup of Maple Syrup – the real deal!
4 cups of apple cider or orange juice
½ cup of melted butter

Pour the maple syrup mixture over the turkey and
season with salt and pepper.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Autumn is beginning to show its colors, store displays
for Back to School Specials have been replaced with the
colors of fall. The holidays will arrive before we know it,
so it’s not too early to start thinking about some great
dishes to share with family and friends! Here is a tried
and true menu for a delicious, stress-free holiday!

By Rochael Teynor

Roast, uncovered for 30 minutes, then decrease oven
temperature to 350 degrees. Plan on about 15 minutes
per pound, until your meat thermometer reads 160 to
165 degrees in the thickest part of the breast without
touching the bone. Baste every 30 minutes.
Note: The turkey will roast to a deep golden brown using
maple syrup. Once it has reached that beautiful color,
cover it with foil for the reminder of the roasting time.
Let the turkey rest in the pan, covered with foil, for
15 – 20 minutes before carving.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Bejeweled
Cranberries
An elegant, but easy
side for your holiday
table.
You’ll need:
1 12 ounce bag of fresh cranberries
1 orange, peeled and chopped
1 apple, peeled and chopped
1 pomegranate, ruby seeds only
1 ½ cups of sugar
1 tsp. cinnamon
Optional add-ins:
¼ tsp. ground cloves
chopped, candied ginger
chopped pecans
dried cherries
Combine the cranberries, orange, apple, pomegranate
seeds, cinnamon, cloves and sugar in a medium
saucepan. Bring to a boil over medium-high heat,
reduce heat and simmer, partially covered for 30-45
minutes. You’ll hear the cranberries start to pop!

About four hours before you plan to eat, rinse and
pat the turkey dry, removing the giblets to set aside
for gravy later on. Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
Stuff the turkey with the apples, onions, and a
handful of fresh sage and thyme. Tie the legs
together with kitchen string.
Place the turkey on a rack in a roasting pan. In a
medium bowl, combine the maple syrup, cider (or
orange juice) and melted butter. Reserve about 2
cups of the mixture for basting while the turkey is
roasting.
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Cranberries can be prepared
up to 4 days in advance. They
will also thicken a bit as they
cool. Serves 6 +

Serve chilled or warm.
Makes a great spread for
leftover turkey sandwiches!
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Roasted Green Beans

Garlic Mashed Potatoes

This is an easy recipe with lots of flavor!

You Will Need:
2 pounds fresh green beans, washed and dried
1 medium onion, peeled and sliced into 1/8" slices
Olive oil
Kosher or sea salt
Fresh ground pepper
Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Place green beans and
onions on foil lined baking sheet. Drizzle with olive oil,
sprinkle with salt and pepper. Roast for 30 minutes.
Serve!
Note: I often add a tablespoon of minced garlic however,
if you’re serving another dish with garlic in the same
meal, it may be a bit overpowering.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

These are a family favorite!

You Will Need:
3 pounds Yukon Gold potatoes, washed and quartered
2 T. minced garlic
1 cup buttermilk
¼ cup butter
1 t. salt
Freshly ground pepper
In large saucepan, place prepared potatoes in enough
cold water to cover. Bring to a boil and continue boiling
for 15 – 20 minutes, until potatoes are fork-tender. Drain.
Return potatoes to pot and add remaining ingredients.
Mash with potato masher until desired consistency. I
usually make these a day ahead and pop them in an
oven-safe serving dish. When I’m ready to serve them, I
top with a mixture of 1 cup bread crumbs and ¼ cup of
melted butter and bake in a 350 degree oven for 45
minutes to an hour, until topping is golden brown. They
turn out nice and fluffy with a crispy topping!

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Sweet Potatoes with Apple Butter
This recipe is adapted from Food and Wine magazine, November 2007.
You Will Need:
3 to 4 pounds sweet potatoes (Serves 6 +)
¼ cup butter, softened
½ cup apple butter
1 cup chopped pecans
1 t. salt
Wash and dry sweet potatoes and pierce sweet potatoes several times with a fork. Place sweet potatoes on a rimmed
baking sheet lined with foil (easy clean-up!). Bake for 90 minutes in 1 350 degree oven, until very tender. Peel sweet
potatoes (they should slip out of their skins fairly easily) and place in a large bowl. Mash with a potato masher until
smooth, then stir in apple butter, butter, pecans and salt.
If you like toasted marshmallows on top, make sure you’ve placed the sweet potato mixture in an oven-safe serving dish.
Top with mini-marshmallows and return to the oven, turn the oven to Broil for a few minutes until the marshmallows puff and
turn golden brown. Be sure to watch carefully so they don’t burn! You can make a day ahead: just place in a 350 degree
oven 45 minutes before you plan to eat.
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Burnt Sugar Pumpkin Pie
This recipe is a delicious twist on traditional pumpkin pie
with a nutty, caramelized crunch.
For the dough, you will need:
1 ¾ cup all-purpose flour
½ cup cold, unsalted butter
¼ cup cold, vegetable shortening
½ t. cinnamon
Pinch of salt
3 T. ice water
In a food processor, pulse flour, butter, shortening, and
salt until dough resembles coarse meal. Add ice water
and pulse until dough forms a ball. On a lightly floured
surface, pat the dough into a flattened ball, place in
plastic wrap or bag and refrigerate for 1 hour (don’t skip
this step, or the dough will not roll out very well!)
Roll out dough to an 11 inch round, about ¼ “ thick.
Transfer to a 9 inch pie plate and crimp the edges.
Refrigerate while you prepare the filling.
For the filling, you will need:
1/3 cup granulated sugar
1 cup light corn syrup
½ cup firmly packed dark brown sugar
2 T. unsalted butter
3 large eggs
2 t. vanilla extract
Pinch of salt
1 cup canned pumpkin puree
½ t. ground ginger
¼ t. ground nutmeg
¼ t. ground cinnamon
1 cup chopped pecans
1 cup of heavy cream, whipped with 1 tsp vanilla and 1
tsp. sugar for serving
In a heavy saucepan over medium-low heat, cook the
granulated sugar until medium-dark brown, moving
constantly to prevent burning. Reduce heat and stir in
corn syrup, brown sugar and butter. Cook for another
minute or two to combine. Set aside to cool.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
In a large bowl, combine eggs, vanilla, and salt. Add the
cooled sugar-syrup mixture in a slow, steady stream,
stirring to combine. In another bowl, combine pumpkin,
ginger, nutmeg, and cinnamon. Add all but ½ cup of the
egg-sugar mixture.
Pour the filling into the chilled shell and sprinkle with
chopped pecans. Spoon the remaining ½ cup of eggsugar mixture over the nuts. Bake pie on center rack
until filling is set and crust is light golden brown, about 45
minutes. Let pie cool and serve with whipped cream.
WE magazine for women
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Eating Locally, Acting Globally
By Brie Cadman
The Ferry Building Farmer’s Market, which
takes place every Tuesday along San
Francisco’s embarcadero, is not a
traditional place to pick up groceries.
When my coworker and I visited last
week—an unseasonably warm day in late
March—vendors from local farms packed
the sidewalk while shoppers bustled
between the stalls, filling their canvas bags
with seasonal goodies. For late spring,
this meant piles of arugula, sweet tangerines, and big heads of broccoli. There
were no grocery carts or ATM machines,
and you couldn’t find bananas, mangoes,
or other items that necessitated thousandmile journeys. What you could find
however, was a cashier with soil-caked
fingernails who could tell you how to cook
your mustard greens, how best to store
them in the fridge, and what was going to
be in season next month. At the Farmer’s
Market, you can find something you’ll
never be able to at Safeway: the farmer.
The Local Lore
Locally grown, seasonal foods aren’t the
norm for most Americans, who shop at
large grocery stores supplied by industrial
scale farms and producers. But scenes
like that of the Ferry Building are becoming more and more mainstream. The
popularity of buying foods from local farms
was evidenced in 2007, when the New
Oxford American Dictionary named
“locavore” its Word of the Year. As they
explain, “the past year saw the popularization of a trend in using locally-grown
ingredients, taking advantage of seasonally available foodstuffs that can be bought
and prepared without the need for extra
preservatives.”
The word locavore was coined in 2005 by
four women in San Francisco, who only
ate food grown and produced within a one
hundred-mile radius and wrote about it on
locavores.com. Though certainly not the
first to advocate for seasonal, fresh, or
home-grown foods (the movement has
been underfoot since the 70s), the eating
local idea sparked others to try to do the
same. The Web sites EatLocal Challenge
and 100 Mile Diet are just two of many
that give tips, advice, and resources on
how to eat locally.

Chronicles of eating locally aren’t just
reserved for online, however. The original
locavores were inspired by Gary Paul
Nabham’s book Coming Home to Eat,
which describes his yearlong quest to
eat only food native to his home in
Arizona. Michael Pollen’s Omnivore’s
Dilemma contrasts the difference
between industrial, organic, and local
scavenging. Barbara Kingsolvers’ best
selling novel Animal, Mineral, Miracle
chronicles her family’s year of eating
home-grown food.
Why Local?
There are many reasons why eating
local has become trendy among the food
conscientious. One reason is that it’s
less polluting, since most of our food
travels an average of 1500 miles to reach
our supermarket shelves (think bananas
from Panama, meat from Nebraska,
noodles from China) and therefore
requires more fuel for transportation.
Even most food grown on U.S. soil is
done by large agro-industrial complexes
that are heavy on the petro-chemicals
and polluting fertilizers.
Local eaters also contend that food
grown on sustainable, small-scale farms
or in your own backyard are more
nutritious and simply taste better. I have
experienced the difference between
tomatoes grown in my own backyard
(juicy, sweet) versus those on the
supermarket shelves (mealy, bland). For
others, buying local is a backlash to the
highly processed and impersonal
experience we have with what we eat.
Getting back to the way things were is
an attempt to reconnect with ecology, in
a society ruled by technology.
It Isn’t All Peaches
In California, even an amateur like myself
can grow tomatoes, and apartment
dwellers in San Francisco can find farm
fresh foods, if they so seek them. But
what about eating locally in cold
climates? Or finding a farmer’s market
in dense urban areas not surrounded by
fertile soil?
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From the
online
communities, it seems local eating
enthusiasts do exist everywhere—
Colorado, Missouri, the New York Tri
State area. Farmer’s markets are on the
rise, increasing from about 2500 in 1996
to around 4400 in 2006. And it’s not just
produce—meat, eggs, cheeses, honey,
breads, chickens. If it can be raised
nearby, it can be sold.
Community supported agriculture, which
delivers a box of locally grown, seasonal
produce to customers, is available
nationwide and has increased from fifty
CSA’s in 1990 to over 1000 currently. And
urbanites are getting creative with their
own space, converting roofs, plots of
concrete and entire backyards into mini
farms and greenhouses.
But still, eating local is, in fact, a
challenge for most. Farmer’s markets are
scarce compared with grocery stores and
are sometimes more expensive. Eating
entirely local means giving up things like
coffee, chocolate, vanilla, and bananas—
things most of us aren’t willing to do
without. And whether or not local eating
is as energy efficient as large-scale
farming or could ever produce enough
food to feed a nation is still up for debate.
Most importantly, eating local requires
the consumer to care—about quality,
about the environment, about home
cooked meals, about supporting local
communities. In our fast food nation,
these are not priorities everyone shares.
Will eating local ever be mainstream? I’m
not sure. But it is fun to incorporate
aspects of the locavore lifestyle—picking
wild blackberries, growing an herb or two,
talking with farmers at the market—into
your own.
Brie Cadman has a
Master’s in Public Health
from UC Berkeley and
writes about nutrition,
fitness, and disease prevention at
DivineCaroline.com. When she’s not at her
computer, she can be found running, biking,
and trying to eat locally by growing her own
in Oakland, CA. Reprinted with permission.
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Women on a Mission
Baeth Davis, The Hand Analyst
- Baeth Davis recently changed the
spelling of her first name from Beth
to ‘Baeth.’ The pronunciation is the
same. She says, “I’ve been wanting
to alter my name for quite sometime
as Beth Davis is a John Doe kind
of name. I’m very happy with the
change. For me the change signals
stepping more fully into my Life
Purpose, which in my hands is Successful
Businesswoman with a Spiritual Message for a Large
Audience in the Spotlight.” For as much media as Baeth
has had over the years, she confesses that she’s actually
been hanging back a bit, hiding out. This fall, Baeth made
the big decision to fully embrace and accept the ‘spotlight’
aspect of her purpose and bring her work to a much larger
audience. She will be reading celebrity hands at the
Emmy’s this fall and she’s thrilled about this. The people
she will be meeting have influence and power to help people
around the world. Baeth’s mission is to make underground
sewer systems and clean water available to everyone on
the planet. The number one killer of children around the
world is diarrhea from polluted water. In this day and age,
it’s unacceptable and completely unnecessary. Baeth
believe the avenue to this environmental improvement is
to empower women, especially women in impoverished
nations, to build businesses that reflect their gifts and
allow them to be supporting members of their communities.
If a woman is able to help her children grow and learn,
she is a happy woman. Women are about sharing and
empowering, not acquiring for the sake of dominance. It
is time ALL women, from ALL nations, rise up and join
together. The men will be happier, too, because they will
find another avenue for
their power and strength – building strong, powerful
communities – rather than destroying them. It’s about
where we put our attention.
Beath says, “I simply don’t believe in the words “it can’t
be done.” It is done already in the realms of our
imagination. Our job as human beings is to CREATE new
worlds. Why else would we have these physical bodies
but evolve and create?”

Sheryl Entwhistle of Living
Celebrations - Nearly every
summer when Sheryl was growing
up, her family would move to a new
house or a new state. As a result,
she never developed any real feeling
of roots. On the other hand, she
really learned how to connect with
people and make new friends.
Sheryl says: “I think people are so interesting. I love to
hear their stories and learn about their lives. Even when
I’m in a large crowd or at a stadium, I look around and
marvel at how different each person is, how every one has
his or her own ideas, beliefs, and passions. It’s mindboggling!” As a result, Sheryl loves to collect people’s
stories. It is such a gift and an honor to listen to her clients
relive their lives, and to realize that in doing so, they will be
leaving a valuable legacy behind for their descendant.
Sheryl says, “I advise any woman who wants to start a new
business to make sure she is truly passionate about it.
Starting a business is much harder than I ever could have
anticipated, even though I did my research and thought I
knew what to expect…. When you’re passionate about
something and throw yourself into it wholeheartedly, the
rewards will always follow.”

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Dr. Shenin Sachedina - Dr. Shenin
Sachedina is a breast surgeon in
Winter Park Florida. I have been in
practice for since 1995. She is also
the author of a children’s book called
Metu and Lee Learn About Breast
Cancer. This is a one-of-a-kind book
that helps children ages 5 and above
understand breast cancer with
characters like Chemo Commando
and Radiation Rod. She is actively involved in education for
the community in breast cancer issues, and makes frequent
media appearances that are a part of this effort to educate
the community on issues related to breast cancer, and
women’s health.
Dr. Shenin says: “My life is like a path on a stream...it
flows to where it needs to go, and to help who ever needs
assistance.”
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Women on a Mission...
Wendy Blum of Destiny
Bodywear - Wendy worked in
corporate America for over 20
years and established a
successful career but still felt
something in her life was still
missing. Her true desire was to live
her life passionately...doing
something that she loved while
making a difference in the world.
She took most of her savings and decided it was time to
live her dream and start a clothing line...something
different....something powerful and meaningful. The result:
Destiny Bodywear! Destiny Bodywear is committed to
make a difference in the world. Their team is passionate
about supporting organizations that inspire women to create
their own true identity. Women for Women, International is
an organization that empowers women to be the best they
can be regardless of challenging situations. Destiny Body
donate all of their proceeds from our Destiny Charity shirt
to Women for Women, Int.
Wendy say, “Destiny Bodywear has a link on our website
where you can personally adopt a sister in another country
and encourage those of us that can get involved to
participate.”

Beverly Mahone, Journalist,
Author, Founder ~ Baby Boomer
Diva Nation - Beverly knew at a very
early age that she wanted to be a
journalist because she always loved
to write and tell stories. She was
always very good at expressing her
opinion, both verbally and in writing
so it was only natural that she would
be on our newspaper staff and the
high school Forensics Team. At Ohio University—where
she received her Journalism degree — she made it a point
to be involved in lots of activities that raised the social and
political consciousness of the University students so she
would have an insiders view and write about it. Her journalism
career has taken her to quite a few interesting places,
including Guantanamo Bay Cuba where she got to cover
the Haitian refugee crisis and Saudi Arabia where she covered
Operation Desert Shield.
Bev says: “The one thing I really enjoyed about working in
the media was the Breaking news. I gave me an adrenaline
rush to be able to gather information from the ground up.
I’m happy to say I was very successful at obtaining
information about a story. But more importantly, it was
ACCURATE information from credible sources who trusted
me enough to spill their guts (so to speak).”
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Jessica Kizorek, Author and Co-Founder ~ 2 Parrot Productions - When Jessica first went to college
her plan was to get a BFA in Photography. She’d always considered herself an artist, and cameras were
her medium. There was point in time where her survival instinct kicked in and she changed her major to
Spanish and Business. Two Parrot Productions was a vehicle to merge both her artistic and entrepreneurial
tendencies and since starting her company she has traveled to 55 countries on all seven continents
directing and filming video projects for charitable and humanitarian organizations.
Jessica first started her international traveling career in her mother’s womb…then again at 6 months…then
again at 9 months… She’s says she’s been lucky to be raised by parents who wanted she and her sister
see the world and have a very global perspective on things. She and her Father started Two Parrot Productions
as a way to be self-employed and make a huge impact on an international scale.
Jessica says: “I remember the first time we did an NGO project…we found the organization, booked the trip one week in
advance, dropped everything we were doing, and took off to Moldova. My dad lives in Chicago and I live in Miami, so half the
adventure is simply finding each other on the other side of the world. 3 plane trips, one train trip, and 36 hours later - my dad
and I got a taste of what it’s like to be on the front lines documenting the intensity of international humanitarian projects.”
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Meet Susan Harrow, the

“Get Booked on Oprah” Expert
at the October 17th

Grande Sized Publici-Tea™ Workshop!
Susan Harrow is coming to Mercer Island, WA
to share her expertise with YOU!
Nancy Juetten
is a work-in-the-trenches
publicist, “Media Savvy”
newspaper columnist for
the Puget Sound Business
Journal, a frequent speaker on media relations
topics, and the author of
the Media-Savvy-to-Go
Publicity e-Toolkit. Her
clients include CEOs for
“comfort and joy” clients
including Seattle Chocolate Company, Olympic
ǡƥagy, and others who want
their products, services,
and expertise to get seen,
heard, and celebrated by
Oprah and in the media in
their own backyards and
beyond.

Save Oct. 17, 12:30 - 5 p.m., to enjoy Susan Harrow
and Local Publicity Expert Nancy S. Juetten.
Mercer Island Community Center | 2040 84th Avenue SE

Nancy will share:
• the nitty-gritty information to get your DIY publicity program
ready for inspired action;
• answers to your most pressing questions
• great stories about real business owners just like you who
have followed her tips and approaches to enjoy local, regional,
online, and national publicity without spending a fortune.

Susan will show you:
• Proven, winning ways to craft a pitch that will compel talk show
producers and print editors in your own backyard and beyond
to interview YOU;
• The three hot hooks that always deliver the goods. You’ll learn
how to apply these time-tested tips to your own products,
services, cause, or expertise to get the kind of media attention
that doubles or triples your business;
• The secrets to getting on Oprah and into O Magazine.

BONUSES you’ll receive for participating:
“Nancy and Susan are a PR
dream team! I’ve had the
great pleasure of working with them both. And
ǯơence in our business. Give
yourself the gift of Nancy
and Susan. Their collective
wisdom, insights and PR
street smarts are worth
gold.”
– Kristen Marie
 ǡƥ

• The Media-Savvy-to-Go Publicity e-Toolkit – a $77 value
• Susan Harrow’s Special Report: Secrets to Get Top TV Talk
Show Producers to Book You as Their Guest - a $19.95 value
• A Bonus CD - Get Your Sound Bites in Order for Oprah … or
the Media in Your Own Backyard — a $39.95 value;
• The written transcript from the Get Your Sound Bites in Order for Oprah … or the Media in Your Own Backyard CD — a
$39.95 value.

$397/person

Susan Harrow
is a media coach, marketing expert, and author
of Sell Yourself without
Selling Your Soul, The
Ultimate Guide to Getting
Booked on Oprah, Get
into O Magazine, and Get
a 6-Figure Book Advance.
Her clients include CEOs to
celebrity chefs and women
entrepreneurs like you
who she helps to double
or triple their businesses
with PR. Dozens of her cli ͚Ƥ
book advances and have
appeared on Oprah, 60
minutes, CNN, CBS, GMA,
Larry King Live and in the
NY Times, WSJ, Forbes,
Time, and more. She can
help you do the same.
This promises to be a fabulous event for buzz-seeking
business owners who crave
and deserve valuable DIY
publicity inspiration to
take their stories far and
beyond in a winning way
that Oprah herself will appreciate!

Register at: www.mainstreetmediasavvy.com/grand-sized-publici-tea-october-17-2008
or call or email WE
425-641-5214
| nancy@nsjmktg.com
magazine for women
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Communication

Wisdom and Wealth for Extroverts
Dr. Nancy Reeves
In workshop after workshop, people laughed when I said I
was studying extrovert spirituality. Someone, from the
back of the room, usually called out something like,
“Spiritual extroverts? You gotta be kidding! Extroverts are
great in business, good at making money, but spiritual?
Nope! They can’t even sit still to meditate.”
Well, those critics are wrong. It’s just that extroverts need
a spiritual and psychological lifestyle that fits them. There
are more extroverts than introverts in the world, yet if you
look at the spirituality and self-help sections of bookstores,
the materials overwhelmingly teach introverted practices.
Sitting quietly, eyes closed, quieting the mind, are
common suggestions. Many extroverts respond to these
teachings with boredom and the jitters.
We know that a mature person works to create a balanced
lifestyle. All work and no play, or all play and no work
doesn’t encourage psychological, spiritual, or physical
health. Wisdom and wealth need to go together for a truly
rich and meaningful life. So, how can extroverts, who tend
to direct their attention and energy to the outside world of
people and things, and who are more prone to action than
to contemplation, develop spiritual and psychological
wisdom?
Recent brain research shows that extroverts and introverts
use their brains differently. In one study, for example, when
extroverts were asked to relax and let their minds go where
they wished, they tended to use the rear of their brains;
the parts that receive and interpret information from the
senses—in other words, they turned outward, examining
the room, or focusing on the people present. The introverts,
by contrast, were turning inward; using the front of their
brains. Their brain activity was focused on the regions
associated with planning, remembering, and problem
solving
Extroverts often do well in the world of business because
they make friends readily, adjust easily to social
situations, and generally show warm interest in their
surroundings. These are all attributes that encourage
success. Yet, there are challenges for this personality, and
if not acknowledged and transformed, an extrovert can be a
“turn off” to co-workers, clients, and supervisors.
Extrovert Challenges
1. Impulsivity (speaking or acting without thinking) - A
group of extroverts and introverts shared concerns about
this challenge at a recent workshop; Dana complained,
“My colleague, Crystal, has so much energy and
enthusiasm. She always jumps into projects without
thinking them through. Sometimes the results are
brilliantly successful. Other times she “bombs” and takes
us down with her.

When I talked to her about this pattern she told me I was
trying to stifle her creativity.” Judi replied, “Well, I’m an
extrovert and I sure know about impulsivity. As soon as an
idea is brought up at a meeting, I blurt out my thoughts.
Then, after listening to others, I have a chance to move past
my surface reactions, and tap into deeper thoughts and
feelings. My next sharing is usually much better. In my
yearend evaluation, my boss told me I wouldn’t be
considered for management until I learned to contain
myself. She said I often contradicted my first suggestion,
with my second.”
Actually, Crystal and Judi don’t need to “contain” or “stifle”
themselves in order to be more effective in their lives. They
need to move from impulsivity to spontaneity – a wonderful
strength of extroverts. A spontaneous person is naturally
graceful and unrestrained, with an ability to grasp the
moment flexibly and act decisively. Spontaneous people
have developed the ability to “track” the needs of a
situation; both their own, and those of others.
2. Unfocused chatter – “She’s such a chatterbox! She
brings in so much detail, I know if I ask how she is, I’ll be
listening for an hour. And, she’s always leaping from topic
to topic. I find I’m avoiding her.” Most extroverts are not so
extreme, but they all have this tendency. The reason is that
extroverts feel good sharing with others, and being focused
outward, are aware of a lot of details and connections in
their surroundings. Unfocused chatter can drive introverts
crazy! And it can start a power struggle between two
extroverts who both want to talk. The healthy extrovert still
shares more than an introvert would, but she does it with
“focused talk”, - which has a concentrated and unified
quality to it. The extrovert has an awareness of her goal in
the conversation and is able to let go of impulses that try to
pull her away from it.
3. Stimulation junkie – Research shows that extroverts
need more novelty and stimulation that introverts. But, they
can become “slaves” to new experiences, and not finish
projects or courses. Understanding the need for more
stimulation can encourage extroverts to live a coherent and
intentional multifaceted life-style.
4. Lost in Space – Silence can be threatening to extroverts.
They tend to jump in and fill any conversational space. This
frustrates others, who want some time to mull over what
has been said. Giving in to this tendency makes extroverts
look pushy and disrespectful of other’s needs to share.
Learning to embrace silence means using the part of the
brain that introvert’s use. In my research, I found that many
of the people, who had made a long time commitment to
self-growth, became what I call, “omniverts.” They were
able to shift between extroversion and introversion to meet
the needs of the moment.
(Continue on page 58)
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The New Laws of
By Maurice Taylor and Seana McGee

In our day, a truly successful
relationship seems well-nigh
miraculous, especially to those of us
who fear that we’re condemned to
remain forever rudderless when it
comes to long-term love. Yet human
beings don’t yearn for anything that
isn’t possible. As a very wise person
once said, miracles don’t really
exist; they’re simply phenomena
ruled by laws of nature that our
scientists have yet to discover. Well
over a decade ago, when we started
as psychotherapists teaching,
training and counseling couples as a
team — which was also just about
the moment we met — we were
already convinced that such natural
laws must also exist for love, that
there must be a way for everybody
to have emotionally and sexually
deep connections that last. And we
embarked on a singular quest to find
those laws, hoping to introduce
sanity to love.
To tell the truth, our resolve wasn’t
only work-related; it wasn’t only for
our clients that we began our search
for the most cutting-edge information
and the most effective, enduringresults-producing techniques
(though serving couples was, and
still is, our joint mission in life). We
were also, quite frankly, mad about
each other, which made us bound
and determined to do everything in
our power not let the gift of our own
precious love fade away.
Our commitment to the healer-healthyself ethic — which says that if
one talks the talk, one had better
walk the walk — also became
immediately relevant: no sooner did
we two therapists (ourselves
veterans of several failed
relationships) fall in love with each
other than we had huge problems
with each other!
Thus, inspired both by professional
research and ethics, and by the
passion between us, we became

adamant about figuring out this thing
called committed monogamous
relationship and discovering the
laws that govern it.
Our research was underpinned by
our eclectic theoretical orientation
— a hybrid of humanistic, depth,
self and transpersonal
psychologies, systems theory and
the recovery model — and based on
our separate and mutual clinical
experiences working with couples,
parents and single persons in
community counseling centers,
schools and hospitals in the United
States and in private practice in
Asia, as well as on our own
relationship. In fact, over the first
two years together, we dated, broke
up twice, got engaged, then
married. Along the way, we sampled
a variety of couple counselors,
relationship experts and workshops.
In short, as though it were a
carburetor from yesteryear, we
repeatedly took our own relationship
apart into a million pieces and
meticulously put it back together
again. While the value of the
techniques and processes we
sampled — their power to crack
open our hearts, blow our minds and
set our spirits free as individuals —
was unquestionable, and though
many of these approaches
deepened our intimacy as a couple
as well, none offered the cogent
relationship tenants we were
seeking.

— or a model — that’s fifty-plus
years old! Above all, this
replacement would have to be strong
enough to keep us all from defaulting
back into the trance of the traditional
model of relationship.
As the larger picture came into
focus, the exact dimensions of this
model — what would later become
the laws — vividly revealed
themselves in the negative: in other
words, we noticed certain facets of
relationship the neglect of which
consistently got couples (our own
included) into trouble. Conversely, we
also noticed that a respect for these
facets seemed to keep couples
healthy. Though ignoring one facet
alone was often enough to do a
couple in (and respecting one alone
was never enough to save them),
partners were usually tripped up by a
cluster of them.
Though they wore many faces, these
standard couple conundrums always
boiled down to some variation of the
following:
1. Lack of a passionate initial
connection
2. Unwillingness or inability to
prioritize the health of the relationship
due to self-destructive behaviors
3. Inability to deal with emotions due
to emotional illiteracy
4. Inability to listen from the heart
5. Entrenched unfairness

A New Model of Love - It was
clear to us that these laws would
have to be part of an overall vision —
a sparkling new model of love that
not only honored our more
sophisticated requirements for
relationships, but also boldly
replaced the traditional. After all,
though it’s been oft-repeated that
relationship is a journey, not a
destination, it’s neither fair nor
viable to ask lovers today to head
out for parts unknown using a map
WE magazine for women

6. Inability to make peace and restore
broken trust
7. Lack of a method for resolving
conflict
8. Undiscovered or unmanifested life
purpose for one or both partners
9. Emotional or financial
dependencies
10. Unwillingness to embrace healing
and education for the relationship.
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To our delight, we realized that each
of these problems was linked to a
binding principle. In those principles
lay the essence of what we sought
— the natural laws of love. And since
none had been specifically
articulated in previous generations,
we call them the Ten “New” Laws of
Love. Here they are:
Chemistry: The First New Law of
Love - Chemistry is the magic, the
special energies that signal partners
possess the raw material for
success. Chemistry is not optional
because it provides the synergy
couples need to get through the
rapids of relationship — and keep
them high on course to their grandest
goals.
Priority: The Second New Law of
Love - Priority is a couple’s
commitment to keep the health of
their relationship front and central. It
asks partners to begin to
psychologically “leave the nest” of
their first families — and to address
any compulsions and addictions,
including codependence — in order
to be fully available to their second
family.
Emotional Integrity: The Third
New Law of Love - Emotional
Integrity asks partners to create an
“emotional safe zone” with each
other. They do this by taking
responsibility for their feelings —
especially by learning the difference
between “acting them out” and
expressing them healthily. This law
also guides partners in identifying
and healing blind spots and “buttons”
that cause disharmony in all
relationships.

Deep Listening: The Fourth New
Law of Love - Deep Listening is the
greatest act of love — and a skill. It
is partners’ ability to hear each
other’s words, and the feelings
underneath, with compassion and
empathy.
Equality: The Fifth New Law of
Love - Equality is about fairness and
respect. It involves acknowledging
power imbalances in the relationship
and helps partners see through the
tyranny of unnegotiated — and often
antiquated — roles, responsibilities
and unconscious expectations.
Peacemaking: The Sixth New
Law of Love - Peacemaking is a
couple’s commitment to maintain
their emotional safe zone through the
use of anger management and
conflict resolution tools and New
Couple agreements.

Transformational Education: The
Tenth New Law of Love Transform-ational Education is the
fail-safe mechanism of the Ten New
Laws of Love. It represents partners’
commitment to do whatever learning
and healing is necessary if they get
stuck on any of the first nine laws
because New Couples agree: If it’s a
problem for one of us, it’s a problem
for both of us!

Mission in Life: The Eighth New
Law of Love - This law teaches
that true love cannot be sustained
until both parties are on some level
engaged in his or her own true work.
Mission in Life is partners’
commitment to the fulfillment of their
own and the other’s life purpose.
Intimates are either a mission’s most
powerful support or its most
formidable saboteur.

As for our own couple, the laws
plainly function as sacred scaffolding
— stabilizing and enriching our
relationship just as they do that of
the couples we serve. Having
befriended our fair share of dragons
— which, of course, we expected —
we can’t imagine where we’d be
without these laws to fall back on. To
their credit, we’re still very much
each other’s absolute best friend in
the entire world, and our life
continues to be an exciting reflection
of both our individual and joint
dreams made manifest. Because
these laws have repeatedly proved
their effectiveness over the years —
serving as a hologram of couple
health for ourselves, our clients,
workshop participants, and all types
of audiences — we were inspired to
write The New Couple.

Dr. Nancy Reeves is
a Canadian clinical
psychologist,
spiritual director and
author. This fall, she
will be touring with
her latest book, “Spirituality for
Extroverts (and tips for those who
love them) Abingdon Press 2008.
www.nancyreeves.com

Co-authors of The
New Couple: Why
the Old Rules Don’t
Work and What
Does and What’s
the State of Your
Union: Instant
Relationship Diagnosis, Seana McGee
and Maurice Taylor maintain a private
practice in Sausalito, CA and conduct
workshops for couples and single
people all over the world. Visit
www.newcouple.com

Self-Love: The Seventh New Law
of Love - Relationship landmines
are precise gauges of pockets of low
self-love and unfinished emotional
business from childhood. This law
teaches partners how to do the
crucial deep diving and fall back in
love with everyone.

(Continued from page 56)
Wisdom and Wealth
We gain wisdom and wealth when we
use more of our potential. The mature
extrovert honors her inclination: knowing
it is a beautiful, wondrous thing to be
extroverted. She works on her
challenges to refine herself and way of
relating to others. Then, she can
transcend the dichotomy of
extroversion/introversion, to become a
well-rounded omnivert.

Walking: The Ninth New Law of
Love - Walking involves addressing
the primary insecurities that plague
all partners, because emotional and
financial dependencies can mean
slow death — of respect, trust and
passion. When intimates are willing
and able to leave the relationship if
need be, it’s their best insurance
that they won’t!
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AFFILIATE PROGRAMS
Have a website? Learn how to make money with
LinkShare. As a LinkShare affiliate, you will earn
revenue for driving sales, leads and traffic to partner
sites. Find hundreds of affiliate programs from Fortune
500 and other leading businesses in the LinkShare
Network. Registration is f.r.e.e. - just visit
http://tinyurl.com/34df2d to sign up.

BUSINESS BRANDING
Your logo is the face you put on for the business
world. Make it a beautiful one! Get beautifully
memorable logos, business cards, brochures, website
headers and more at Chrysalis Logos. We offer logo
updates for half price.
Look for our coupon in the WE Magazine.
Check us out! www.ChrysalisLogos.com

ASTROLOGY
Your f.r.e.e sample Women's Wisdom Reading is just
a few steps away! Based on your birth date, this free
sample gives you unique insight into your strengths
and weaknesses. After you have read your sample, go
beyond the basics by purchasing your full-length
Women's Wisdom Reading, with insight into love and
marriage, childhood influences and future travels.
http://tinyurl.com/2macbh

Autoresponders
What do industry giants like Disney, Microsoft, Intel,
and American Express have in common? They've all
sought out the expertise of the "master of targeted
opt-in e-mail," Jonathan Mizel! Now you can, too!
Hardcore businesses pay thousands of dollars to hear
Jonathan speak, but you don't have to. Through an
exclusive offer with AWeber Communications, Inc.,
you can hear directly from Jonathan - for FREE! This
video puts thousands of dollars worth of intellectual
material at your fingertips. Take advantage of
Jonathan's expertise right now! Order an Unlimited
Follow up Autoresponder from AWeber today to get
access to the revealing e-mail secrets of Jonathan
Mizel: http://www.aweber.com/order.htm?207400

GIFTWARE
Kerri's Great Deals N Discounts For You...
Kerri looks forward to offering you the BEST deals we
can find for you. Some of the items offered include:
Fuel/water senders, Angels & Fairies Hanging, Art
Prints, Plaques and Statues. They are always in the
market for new items at great deals to pass on to you,
in the meanwhile, please take a look around their store
to see what they have to offer to you at this time. All
customers who refer us to their friends will receive a
discount on their next order as an added incentive for
passing the savings on to your friends! Visit her
website www.greatdealsndiscounts.com today!

GREETING CARDS
MAIL a greeting card directly from your computer.
How many times did you think about sending a card
and never had the time, the card or the stamp. With
SendOutCards that will never happen again. Select
from over 12,000 quality cards, we will print, stamp
and mail your personal message.
Visit http://www.sendoutcards.com/mad
Send a free card now!

INTERNET MARKETING
CELEBRATIONS
My Country Kitchen features quick, easy, down-home
recipes that you will enjoy cooking! Sign up for our
newsletter for the latest recipes. Visit us at
http://www.mycountrykitchen.com

BBS Global Diamond Elite The best Step-by-Step
marketing on the internet. Earn while you learn. 5
Hours of Conference Room per month time to build
your team. $17.00 Signup Bonuses for every Personal
$20.00 Signup. 7 Day Money Back Guarantee.

ORGANIC
Miessence Certified Organic Skin Care Products
Order online www.organicsyes.mionegroup.com
Contact: Susan Loughrin, Independent
Representative at organicsmi@hotmail.com

TRAINING
www.socialnetworkingwithdrsally.com only $47
training package - WOW!

WECAI DOMAINS
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Raleigh Pinskey's "Conquering the Fear of Promotion"
If you're pursuing your dream, if you're doing what
you believe you're supposed to be doing, don't
compromise your efforts by letting that voice drag
you down. Banish it! If you do have this fear, you're
not alone. You can conquer it. And when you do, it is
my experience that the world is going to receive
you with open arms.
Need more? When you go to my site, you can grab an
interview I did with the Internationally known Life
Coach, Charles Burke - "Conquering the Fear of
Self Promotion." This FREE MP3 not only discusses
fear, but also tells some of my story - and the still small
voices that I had to overcome to become not just a
success, but a world famous expert in promotion.
Start conquering your fear of self-promotion TODAY!
http://www.automateyourwebsite.com/app/?af=820739

RECIPES
My Country Kitchen features new and exciting recipes
that will bring your family back to the dinner table.
They are quick, easy, down-home, and sometimes
gourmet recipes that you will enjoy cooking! Sign up
for our newsletter for the latest recipes and tips.
Visit us at http://www.mycountrykitchen.com

STOP SMOKING
www.stopsmokingwithdrsally.com $97 ($200 off!)
Download Products

Need a Domain name or hosting solution?
Visit WECAIDomains! .com's starting at $8.77!
With every domain get: *forwarding/masking
*change of registration *parked page w/domain
*domain name locking *total dns control!
Visit www.WECAIDomains.com today!

SHOPPING CART
Make Your Sales Skyrocket with the World's
Smartest Shopping Cart Software!
ProfitAutomation has helped thousands of successful
Web businesses like yours take the guesswork out of
capturing more online orders quickly and easily. And
unlike other systems, this complete shopping cart
solution does not require any additional software,
order forms, or database programs.
Visit http://tinyurl.com/3deday.

WECAI DOLLARS
Want to make money with your website? It's easy!
Just refer people to products in the Women’s
Success Series™ and our bi-annual events.
You get 33% commission on each person who
purchases one of our products or registers for our
events for referrals that come from your link.
Visitwww.WecaiDollars.com to sign up today!

